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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO PLASTER

•

When studying th~ history of plaster and plaster-making, one comes across a
multitude of terms that can often be confusing and seem to overlap. The primary te11ns
used are ' plaster,' and 'stucco-duro' and 'stucco.' For the purposes of this thesis the
ter1ns 'plaster' and 'stucco' will be used interchangeably to refer to a lime or gypsumbased cement building material that in its plastic state can be used to either cover surfaces
1

or create ornament in relief, and then dries to a hard finish. Historically, the te11n
'stucco' refers to a lime-based plaster used in the ancient world and in Italy during the
Renaissance for building and decoration. The ter1n is associated with a fine material
which included additives such as brickdust, travertine, or ground marble in order to make
2

the material better suited for omamentation. 'Plaster' was also lime-based, but instead of
containing additives such as marble dust, it was generally a cruder material and included
3

animal hair. English plaster was a rougher craft that lacked the technical developments

1

The author has found that the terms related to plaster are used inconsistently, creating great confusion for
anyone attempting to study the material. Beard says on the first page of his book Stucco and Decorative
Plasterwork in Europe (Geoffrey Beard, Stucco and Decorative Plasterwork in Europe. New York: Harper
& Row, 1983), that plaster is an English phenomenon and that stucco is something similar coming from the
Continent, their main difference being primarily the additives used to strengthen the mix. Though Beard
talces a clear stance on the difference in the beginning, he uses the terms stuccoist and plasterer in a
confusing manner. He says (p.14) Beard states, "Moxon lists ten main tools in use by stuccoists," however,
he labels the illustration "Plasterer's tools from Joseph Moxon's Mechanick Exercises (Moxon, Joseph.
Mechanick Exercises. London: 1896. Reprint, New York: The Typotheta of the City of New York, 1983.)
Verrall in his book, The Modern Plasterer (Verrall, W. The Modern Plasterer 2 vv. Shaftesbury, England:
Donhead Publishing Ltd., 2000, 10) says that ''Grecian stucco was a lime plaster." Bankart (Bankart,
George. The Art ofthe Plasterer. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1983, 4) discusses the modeled
stucco that Dr. Arthur Evans found in his excavations at Knossos, and then one paragraph later refers to
Evan's discoveries as "plaster ceilings, ornamented with a repeating pattern of connected spirals modeled
in relief... ,,. A sentence or two later he switches back to the term stucco, noting that it was used for
covering
walls. All of this suggests that the current authorities use the terms interchangeably .
.,
- Verrall,20 ..
3
Beard, 9.

1

of the Italian stuccoists. Another distinction is that plaster in many cases was applied to
•

lath and relied on keys for mechanical strength while stucco was most often applied
4

directly to brick. The two tertns are particularly confusing because in modem American
English, 'plaster' now refers to decorative interior work while ' stucco' is a less refmed
exterior material. Stucco-duro is the Italian Renaissance recreation of the ancients' stucco
fo11nula. Even though stucco-duro was considered a finer material than plaster, it was
superseded in England by the native for1nula due to difficulty obtaining the admixtures.

5

The main ingredients of plaster have changed relatively little over time. They are
a cementing material, an aggregate, and water. At times an admixture can be added to the
basic for1nula. Admixtures are used to achieve a desired effect. Examples of admixes are:
binders which add strength, accelerators to speed up the setting time, retarders to slow
6

down the setting time, and finally color. Potential binders range from a cloth-like
7

material such a canvas or jute, to animal hair. The cementing material is either lime or
gypsum. In many cases ornamental plasterwork was made of gypsum plaster or lime
plaster gauged with gypsum. The gypsum mixtures are also often referred to as ' gauge
stuff. ' 8 Gypsum has two very desirable properties: it is quick drying, and dries to an
9

extremely hard finish. A rapid set makes gypsum desirable for ornamentation because it

4

Beard, 9.
5
Bankart, 87-89.
6
Shivers, Natalie. Respectful Rehabilitation, Walls & M oldings: How to Care for Old and
Historic Wood and Plaster. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc, n.d. , 139.
7
Verrall, l ; Weaver, Martin E. Conserving Buildings, A Manual o/Techniques and Materials. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1997,150.
8
McKee, Harley J. Introduction to Early American Masonry, Stone, Brick, M ortar and Plaster.
Washington D.C.: National Trust for Historic Preservation and Columbia University, 1971 , 82.
9
Shivers, 37.

2

allows for the creation of precise moldings. 10 The aggregate used is sand. The addition of
•

sand to the lime mix is referred to as ''tempering'' and it is included to reduce shrinkage
when the plaster dries.

11

Lime (calcium carbonate: CaC03) is obtained from either limestone or sea shells.
It is a very widespread material, found nearly all over the world in one fortn or the other.
To process calcium carbonate for lime plaster, it is heated in a kiln anywhere from 880°C
to 1,000°C. This process releases calcium dioxide (Ca0 2), leaving calcium oxide (CaO)
behind. Calcium oxide is a dry powder, usually referred to as quicklime.

12

In order to turn

this powder into a workable putty, water must be introduced. This process is referred to
as slaking. Slaking is an exothe11nic reaction, so it is important to add quicklime to the
water in small quantities, not the other way around. 13 For commercial projects, lime putty
was made on the job site in a sand-lined pit. For smaller jobs it could be mixed in either a
wooden or a metal-lined box. Though quicklime was hard to store, the lime putty was not
as difficult and could be stored for a long time prior to adding water and sand. 14 In some
cases it was stored in a pit underwater to allow it to mature \\rithout drying. Exposing the
lime putty to air causes it to turn from calcium hydroxide back to calcium carbonate.
When it came time to use lime putty, it was combined with sand to prevent

15

shrinkage~

mixing the lime putty and sand was most effectively accomplished by beating the

10

Lounsbury, Carl ed. An Illustrated Glossary ofEarly Southern Architecture and Landscape.
Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1999, 280-281.
11
Weaver, 149.
12
Ibid.
13
Ibid, 139-140.
14
Shivers, 36.
15
Weaver, 149.

3

materials together, as opposed to stirring them.
·

16

The sand used in plaster should be

sharp, gritty, and free of organic matter or staining agents.

17

Gypsum plasters became popular in America at the end of the nineteenth century.
After Paris, the best known source of gypswn, central New York State, became a major
source of the material.

18

Gypsum plaster is fo1111ed in a similar manner as lime. First

gypsum (or calcium sulfate dehydrate) must be heated at 160°C-170°C: a much lower
temperature than limestone. The heat will drive off some of the water, creating a
hemihydrate or calcined gypsum.

19

Water is then taken up again, producing heat and the

dihydrate. Gypsum plaster is different from lime plaster.· it will set underv.rater and is to a
degree water soluble. Leaks in a building will cause gypsum plaster to bubble and fo1111
sulfate crystals.

20

Whatever its style plaster ornament is made in one of two wa)'S: it is either run or
cast.

21

Run ornament can be done in situ or on a bench and applied to the wall after it

has hardened. Run-in-place ornament is considered b)' many the most difficult and
requires multiple plasterers. For cornices that are more than one inch deep, a section of
wooden supports and lath that approximatel)' imitate the shape of the cornice should be
installed. This allows the cornice to be hollow which prevents unnecessary \\'eight and
cracking due to shrinkage. For smaller cornices, a bonding agent is applied to the surface
of the wall to help with adhesion and to prevent the wall from absorbing too quickly the

16

Bankart, 6.

Beard, Geoffrey. Decorative Plasterwork in Great Britain. London: Phaidon Press, Inc., 1975, 11.
18
Shivers, 3 7.
19
Weaver, 150; Shivers, 37.
20
Weaver, 150.
21
Shivers, 159. (All of the information in the following paragraph is derived from this source.)
17

4

water from the newly applied cornice. The plaster will be applied to this structure with a
trowel and f or1ned using an instrument known as a horse. One plasterer goes first,
applying the wet plaster a.11d a second follows pulling the horse. The horse is a wooden
device that supports the negative profile of the desired ornament. The profile is created
by first drawing the desired profile and then tracing it onto sheet metal from which it will
be cut. The sheet metal provides a smooth and durable fmish. A piece of wood is
temporarily nailed to the wall below where the cornice will be to act as a track for the
horse to rest on, providing a level cornice around the entire room. The process is repeated
until the entire cornice has reached a smooth desirable fmish. When the cornice is
complete, water is applied to slow down the drying.
Depending on the circumstance and the plasterer, sometimes it is easier to run the
cornice or a piece of a cornice on a flat surface.

22

To begin, the surface should be

prepared with a releasing agent such as soap or oil to prevent sticking. Plaster is then laid
out on the surface in approximately the same width and depth of the cornice to be run.
This is the time to add any materials, such as cloth, an example being jute, or string, that
are intended to reinforce the plaster. As before, a horse with the negative profile is then
dragged or pulled across the plaster, removing excess and forming the cornice. This
process is repeated until the irregularities are touched up. To give the piece a polished
fmish, a watery batch of plaster is made that can be painted on, eliminating bubbles as
well. The molded plaster must dry completely before it is removed from the bench and

22

Shivers, 160-162. (All the information in the following paragraph is derived from this source.)

5

installed on the wall. At this time it can be manipulated to fit a desired location and be
•

attached. It is generally either glued with a gypsum plaster or nailed to the wall or ceiling .
Run ornaments are usually straight or plain. Cast ornaments are generally detailed
three dimensional for1ns that were repeated. Making a mold and casting copies of a
repetitive design saved both time and money, rather than modeling each piece
individually. To begin, a mold must be made. This can be done with a newly modeled
forrn made of clay or plaster, or with an already existing plaster cast. If the latter, all paint
must be removed and any cracks or chips should be filled before the mold is made.

23

Both a newly modeled piece and a previously cast piece should be coated with several
layers of shellac to act as a sealant. The figure would then be coated with an oil to allow
for its release.

24

The model was then placed in a box or wooden for111 that creates a dam

around it into which the melted wax or glue would be poured.

25

Once the wax hardened

and the modeled or cast piece was removed, the mold was what remained. The molds
varied from 1/8 to~ inch thick and often had cheesecloth or burlap reinforcement.

26

The gypsum plaster or lime putty with gypsum was then poured into the mold
while still in the plastic fo1n1. The mold was generally lightly tapped to allow air bubbles
from the mixture to escape.

27

The plaster would then be allowed to set completely prior to

removal. Once removed, the plaster cast was perfected by scraping or filling holes and
was then either nailed or glued into place. Both historically and today, plaster casts are
made and sold in one foot long sections. Popular patterns were at times kept in stock and
23

Shivers, 163.
24
Haviland, 226.
25
McKee, 87.
26
Shivers, 163.
27
Shivers, 164.

6

could be purchased and applied. Small amounts of additional plaster were used to smooth
•

out the seam lines in the pieces. Casts were imported from Europe as well as made by
local craftsmen in the col0nies.

28

Plasterers frequently manipulated their designs to

reflect new trends and styles making it an excellent element to examine when tracking
the e\ olution of interiors and
1

St)1 le.

Prior to being used decor,ati el)' in America, plaster\ as used for its most basic
purpose as an insulator and a ,sealant.

29

Plaster has been used to make structures as basic

as \ attle and daub to structures as ubstantial as brick more resistant to penetration by
~rind, rain, and cold. 30 Plaster has al\¥a)'S been e "tremel)1 \ 1 ersatile and applicable to

brick, stone . half-timber, and fram

31

tructure . The hard surface created \:\ ith plaster is
1

extremel)' durable and eaS)' to clean. In addition it i fire re i tant and reduces sound
transmission.

32

In earl)' times, the .. ucces of plaster as a dec,orati\1e 111aterial la . in its ec,onomic
benefits. Plaster ornamentation\ as generall) far le
1

e ~ pensive for decoration than

ha\ ing the same designs can1ed of \\ ood or tone. Repeated elements could be made in a
1

1

fraction of the time using plaster and molds. Lime as a material \\ as also much more
1

abundant than stone, particularly in Charleston \\1here the \\1aters \Vere rich \\'ith 0)1 ster
Shells.

McKee, 87.
29
McKee, 81 .
30
Ibid.
31
MacDonald, Mary Lee. Preservation Brief21 Repairing H1stor1c Flat Plaster
National Park Service, Washington, DC '. 1989, 1.
32
Ibid.

28

iJ~all.s

and Ceilings

7

CHAPTER TWO
HISTORY OF PLASTER

•

Even though plasters can vary in exact formula and preparation, throughout
history the same basic materials have been used: lime, sand, and water. The earliest
known use of plaster was in the for1n of wattle-and-daub, an early building method that
dates back to prehistoric times and Earth' s primitive peoples.

33

The earliest date for the

Greek use of lime plaster as a decorative material is around 500 BC. Prior to the use of
marble, the Greeks used plaster to cover inferior building materials such as mud bricks or
rough stone, and then polished the surface to create a fmer fmish.

34

Our knowledge of Roman plaster is based both on existing examples and the
writings of Vitruvius, Julius Caesar' s military engineer.

35

His writings describe the

process of making plaster in great detail, a more careful procedure than we use today.

36

Examples of fine Roman plasterwork are extremely numerous in Italy, however the
Romans transferred their knowledge throughout the Empire, There was continued use of
plaster ornamentation during the medieval period, which has left numerous examples,
however it was much less frequent than during the Greek and Roman empires and the
widespread use and the knowledge of the superior material ' stucco ' seems to have
disappeared.

37

33

Verrall, 9.
34
Bankart, 5.
35
Vitruvius. Ten Books on Architecture. Translation by Ingrid D. Rowland. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1999, 2.
36
Vitruvius, p. 88-89.
37
Verrall, 17.
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The use of stucco continued in a diminished way in the west after the fall of the
·

Roman Empire, not regaining significant importance until the beginning of the 16th
century.

38

Giovanni da Uciine, a pupil of Raphael, discovered ancient examples of low-

relief stucco while excavating the Palace of Titus. After multiple attempts, Giovanni was
able to recreate the original stucco for111ula.

39

The forn1ula he used required the addition

of fme pounded white marble to crystalline limestone also known as travertine, well
washed river sand, and water.

40

Giovanni' s discovery was the beginning of the new

system of internal ornamental work.

41

It is from these early rediscoveries during the

Italian Renaissance that the art of ornamental stucco or plaster was subsequently
disseminated through continental Europe to England, and from England to the American
colonies.
The for1nula for ' stucco-duro' was transferred to France hardly ten years after its
rediscovery in Italy by Raphael and Giovanni.

42

The artist Primaticcio, primarily known

for his painting, trained in Mantua with Giulio Romano. Primaticcio was swnmoned by
Francis I when news of his stuccoes at the Palazzo del Te in Mantua reached the King.

43

Primaticcio' s mannerist style of painting transferred over to his stucco for1ns. His work in
France helped create ''the school of Fountainebleau'' and the mannerist approach in both
44

painting and stucco work. His work is characterized by elongated figures, self-

38

Beard, 10.
39
Beard, 10.
40
Beard, 10.
41
Bankart, 23.
42
Beard, 32.
43
Beard, 41.
44
Beard, 32.
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conscious poses, and an abundance of decorative detail.

45

Primaticcio's work at the

French court may have been the inspiration that led to the transfer of this knowledge to
England. Henry VIII was PXtremely jealous of Francis I and Nonesuch Palace was likely
his response to the grandeur of the French court.

46

The course through which plaster

came to England is important because Charleston's plaster has its roots in England.
Immigrants, pattern books, and the apprentice system all came to Charleston by way of
England.
Nonesuch Palace is the first example of the use of stucco or stucco-duro in
England.

47

Construction on the palace, supposed to be equaled by none, began around

1538. King Henry VIII employed artisans from Italy, France, and the Netherlands, as
well as England, to create his masterpiece. Some accounts credit Nicholas Bellin of
Modena with leading the stucco efforts. 48 Others believe that Anthony Toto, who studied
in Florence, was the ''sergeant painter'' to the King in 1539, which would also place him
in charge of the stucco work being done on the palace.

49

The palace became famous for

its luxurious interiors, some of which Bellin fashioned based on his experience at
Fontainebleau where he had assisted Primaticcio.

50

He included cherub-heads, human

figures, and animals. The style and use of stucco began to spread quickly in England as

45

Beard, 32.
46
Bankart, 46.
47
Bankart, 45.
48
Beard, 42.
49
Bankart, 4 7.
50
Beard, 41.
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Italian artists were courted by other wealthy Englishmen and unknown native artists
·

began to copy and master the new trade. si
By 1547 an Englishman, Charles Williams, had traveled to Italy, (where, exactly,
is unknown,) to study the art of stucco. In a letter to Sir John Thynne, who was at the
time building Longleat House, he offered to decorate the interiors in the Italian style. 52
Williams is also credited with the work in the Giants' Chamber at the Old Hall at
Hardwick. He is also responsible for establishing a school of English stucco modelers. 53
There is however, a decline in the quality of composition with William's school when
compared to that of the early Italian craftsmen. The frieze in the current Hardwick Hall is
attributed to Abraham Smith, an English plasterer.

54

The design was taken from a

Flemish engraving showing a hunting scene. This life size, colored work is considered
one of the most ''spirited achievements of late-Elizabethan plasterwork'' while others still
consider the work produced by this group coarser and overall inferior to the early Italian
work.ss
Parge-work, also known as pargetting, was the existing plastering technique in
England prior to the introduction of stucco from Italy. Parge-work made use of a lesser
material than stucco-duro; it used ordinary lime, sand, hair, cow-dung, and road
scrapings. This material became the medium used by native English plasterers due to its
6

availability and the fact that it did not require special education to apply. s This material

51

Beard, 42.
52
Bankart, 48.
53
Bankart, 49.
54
Beard, 43 .
55
Beard, 43 ; Bankart, 52.
56
Bankart, 56-57.
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was used internally and externally and the patterns varied with each village plasterer. The
•

material was used to cover walls, ceilings, and chimneys. The pargeter's guild received
. VII.
its charter under King Heri. .J'

57

The earliest examples of parge plastering date to

1557, but it is likely that many earlier examples were burned in the Great London fire of

1666.58 Panels and strapwork were common decorative elements; the strapwork evolving
from the spiral and ribbons designs of Celtic art.

59

Some of the earliest plaster used in

America is more similar to this rough English fo11nula than the more refined stucco-duro
of Europe.

•

Though stucco-duro originally flourished when it was introduced into England by
Henry VIII, it was superseded by a fo1111ula simply of lime, hair~ and sand lacking the
marble dust characteristic of stucco-duro. once the foreigners who fostered stucco-duro's
growth were no longer present

60

The English also failed to carry on the continental

styles, quickly adapting them to the proportions and themes they were comfortable with;
this primarily excluded nude figures or grand scales. In the 16th centur)1 the typical
English country house was simpler than those in Italy and France and did not require the
same treatment. 61 English work heavily relied on repetiti\1e patterns of panels fo1111ed by
molded ribs. Early sections were commonly made up of beading, ovolos, and fillets.

62

These early ceilings were most typically created in situ with a metal tool and fmgers.
Various geometric shapes such as diamonds, circles, squares, rectangles, etc. were used

57

Verrall, 26.
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to create intricate patterns while foliage, flowers, animals, cherubs, and even clothed
·

human figures became popular means of decoration.

63

Kite-shapes with interlacing

squares became popular in the seventeenth century, as well as unenriched wider ribs
which were visible in almost every house and hall in England. Gothic inspired pendants
often replaced medallions at the intersections of the ribbing. 64 Pendentives with panel
ornament also are a very English treatment.

65

By the early 17th century, English

plasterwork was reaching its zenith. The modeling and design were interesting and
vigorous, while there was a certain freedom in the execution.

66

•

Farther into the 17th

century, the English began to take their inspiration for plaster design from the brocades
and tapestries of Persia and Italy as well as the needlework of English ladies.

67

Though England was typically late in adopting the decorative styles of the
continent, she was a leader in the Neoclassical movement. English Palladianism
developed in opposition to the Baroque style practiced by Christopher Wren and Nicholas
Hawksmoo1·, and brought about a new interest in classical architecture and the orders.

68

By 1720, the third Lord of Burlington had traveled to Italy twice, taking with him the
painter William Kent. Kent returned to England where he turned to architecture, building
classical temples at Chiswick and Stowe. His buildings were some of the first in England
to utilize the new style. It was Robert Adam however, who is the most closely linked to
the ascendancy of Neoclassicism.

63

Bankart, 93-95.
64
Verrall, 26.
65
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66
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67
Bankart, 122.
68
Beard, 174. (All the information from the following paragraph is derived from this source.)
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Adam studied for four years in Italy, completing measured drawings of the Palace of
·

Diocletian, a Roman Emperor, and drawing Raphael and Giovanni da Udine's grotesque
designs from the Vatican loggias. Adam also held a monopoly on stucco patents and
came to dominate interior decoration in England around 1770. The result was the
popularity of Neoclassicism also known as the Adam style. Adam used a lightweight
plaster for1nula made by adding gypsum. During this period artisans were experimenting
with new fortnulas for plaster or mortar.

69

Under Adam's influence, the heavy coffering

characteristic of Palladian ornament fell out of favor to be replaced with the balanced and
light Neoclassical designs.

70

These often incorporated a combination of geometric fo11ns

as well as swags, acanthus leafs, wreaths, rosettes, etc. Plasterwork was often painted
with bright colors, or in the 'Etruscan manner.'

71

The Neoclassical period in England is

particularly important to the history of Charleston plasterwork because it is during this
72

time that plaster begins to have a significant presence in colonies. The earliest use of
plaster in the American colonies predates the Neoclassical period however, and falls into
the wattle-and-daub category, more similar to the practices of primitive people than high
style plaster omament.

73

Some of the earliest for1nulas were primarily clay. In the early

colonial houses, plaster was not a decorative material but rather a building material with a
function. By 1641, in New Haven, clay and hay plaster was commonly in use
concurrently with lime and hair plaster. By 1675, a mixture of clay, lime, and hair was
69

Beard, 175.
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°Calloway, Stephen ed. The Elements ofStyle: An Encyclopedia ofDomestic Architectural
Detail. Buffalo, NY: Firefly Books, 2005, 149.
71
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Shivers, 27.
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also being used in Salem, Massachusetts. Lime plaster became the principal plaster used
·

in the eastern United States. By the end of the nineteenth century, almost two hundred
years later, gypsum plaster would replace lime as the popular cementing material for
American interior plaster. During these early years the one coat system seems to have
been preferred while during the period of study in Charleston the three coat system seems
to have been standard.

74

Plaster and lath walls were not common until the late eighteenth century with the
development of machine cut nails, which made securing the lath much more economical.
Though machine cut nails began to appear as early as the 1780s in America, this is not a
75

universal date; they did not appear in the South until the early nineteenth century.

During the Georgian period, roughly 1700- 1780, plaster was becoming more common in
structures of all economic levels. Ornamental wood paneling however was still very
popular and was seen in most public buildings. In some cases the dadoes would be
paneled while the wall above would be plastered. It is during this period that we begin to
see the first decorative plaster ceilings. Drayton Hall, a Georgian plantation house located
outside of Charleston, still contains an original decorative plaster ceiling medallion in its
Great Hall. The house was constructed between 1738 and 1742, making it one of the
South' s earliest examples of a decorative plaster ceiling.

76
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During the Federal period (1780-1820) the increased use of plaster due to new
•

technology and the influence of Robert Adam propel decorative plasterwork to new
heights.

77

Reinforced plast~rs had been developed in Europe which allowed for large

castings used in cornices and ceiling panels. The plaster was typically reinforced with
cloth, commonly jute. The ornamentation was light and reflective of the popular interest
in classically derived ornament. Ornamented plaster was being used to decorate ceilings,
cornices, friezes, mantelpieces, architraves, and wainscot. During this period the swags,
garland, flowers, urns, and bows made popular by Adam dominate the decorative plaster
work of the new nation.
78

The Greek revival influences are present from 1820 to about 1860. Unlike the
Federal period, however, this time period is not exclusively representative of one style.
The Greek revival dominates until the late 1830s at which time the eclectic influences of
the Victorian period begin to become present. The Victorian period is considered to be
from c.1840 to 1900, overlapping the Greek revival style. The Victorian period is an
eclectic time when a variety of styles were present. During this period we see the
presence of the Egyptian revival, Rococo revival, Gothic revival, Moorish, Neo Gree, and
Italianate. Though we see a multiplicity of architectural styles, they are not all reflected in
plaster ornamentation. Plaster in the Greek revival period was manipulated to provide
rooms with more authentic Greek proportions. Plain plaster was also more reminiscent of
stone, and many of the ceilings from this period were left plain, a drastic shift from the
Federal period. Greek keys or frets, along with honeysuckle and a shift from anthemion
77
78

Shivers, 40-41 .
Shivers, 41 .
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to acanthus leaves were popular motifs. Despite its almost universal presence in
·

Charleston homes from 1820-1860, ornamental plasterwork of this period has been the
subject of very little study. The stylistic changes during this period are dramatic and
deserve a more in-depth look.

17

CHAPTER THREE
THE IMPORTANCE OF DOCUMENTATION

•

The goal of a preservationist is to safeguard and protect as much evidence of our
past as possible. Documentation is one of the most important tools of preservation
because it allows the built environment to be catalogued, producing our only tangible link
to history.

79

The fundamental characteristics of architecture make words alone inadequate

for documentation, and in tum make graphic design a necessity in the recording of the
built environment.

80

Because our historic buildings are constantly subject to the threat of

natural disaster, development, neglect, and other daily changes, documentation is the way
to ensure that the evidence is not completely lost to future generations, depriving them of
a record of past architectural styles. In addition, documentation allows the academic
comparative study of buildings that are geographically too far apart to study first hand.

81

Two early pioneers in the documentation movement were James Stuart and
Nicholas Revert. They foresaw the revolutionary impact that promoting an architectural
style, through measured drawings could have on the art, and planted the seed for the
Greek Revival. In March, 1750, Stuart and Revett left England on a journey to Rome and
then Athens.

82

The pair felt that Roman antiquities were well documented and

represented to the public by many skillful artists, but that without similar studies of the
antiquities of Greece, architecture was lacking essential truth. Stuart and Revett felt that

79

Burns, John A. ed. Recording Historic Structures. Washington D.C. : The American Institute of
Architects Press, 1989, 8.
80
Burns, 9.
81
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82
Stuart, James and Nicholas Revett. The Antiquities ofAthens, Measured and Delineated. London: John
Haberkorn, 1762. Reprint, New York: Benjamin Blom, 1968, 6.
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the buildings of Rome were imitations of Grecian originals, and that by studying the
•

architecture of Greece, true taste and elegance could be once again disseminated to the
world, thus elevating the Modem practice of architecture. 83 Their study was comprised of
measured drawings. This means of documentation was the method that they thought best
to enlighten the world to the superiority of Grecian architecture because they provided
exact evidence of the built environment. Stuart and Revett hoped that their study of
antiquities would offer the public the opportunity to compare Roman and Grecian
architecture and decide by ''judicious examination'' which was the best. However, in their
minds there was no choice: Grecian architecture was superior.

84

From the beginning,

these measured drawings were meant to be a tool for the public: a means to trace
architecture back to an early perfection and often learn from its decline. 85
Stuart emphasized the exactness of their measurements and commented that the
86

architectural prints, or measured drawings, were the most useful part of their work.

They acted as a source of inspiration for architects and as a teaching tool. These same
kinds of drawings also were used in pattern books. Pattern books were first published in
England and imported to America. Later American architects would publish their own
pattern books. William Pain was an 18th century carpenter who published multiple pattern
books including, The Builder's Companion and Workman's General Assistant, that
transferred to America. Nicholas Peterson' s pattern book, Practical Builder of 1822, was
almost solely relied on by English speculative builders for designs. Several of his books
83
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84
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also show up in the Apprentice's Library Society suggesting that the same designs can be
•

found in Charleston as in England.

87

Other pattern books were published by various

architects and builders sucli as Asher Benjamin, Minard Lafever, John Haviland, and the
list goes on.

88

Drawings from these books furthered the spread of architectural styles;

Benjamin, Lafever, and Haviland all popularized the Greek Revival initiated by Stuart
and Revett. Builders would acquire these books and copy the designs. Stuart and Revett's
work differed from pattern books in that it was not meant to be copied, but rather used as
a source of inspiration for architects. American Vignola, a Guide to the Making of

Classical Architecture, by William Ware, is a modem attempt to teach the public how to
properly draw the classical orders and other architectural elements.
Measured drawings also offer a means of comparison. Today profile drawings
like the ones drawn by Stuart and Revett can be used to compare moldings for stylistic
changes. For example Houses of Williamsburg: Construction and Details, by Marcus
Whiffen, makes use of profile documentation for eighteenth-century houses, looking for
similarities as well as differences in design. The book is a narrative study of houses in
Williamsburg with the addition of drawings to support Whiffen's conclusions not a
pattern book however. His study of a variety of plaster cornice profiles showed a trend
towards standardization with limited variation.

89

Gaining a better understanding of

87

Calloway, 188.
88
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overall trends allows preservationists to make better educated guesses at times when no
documentation exists .

•

For drawings to be useful as documentation or as a means of comparison, a
degree of standardization is necessary. America's modem standard comes from the
Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS). HABS was founded in 1933 as part of the
National Park Service during the government's attempt to employ out-of-work
professionals, like architects, through relief programs.

90

In a memorandum to his

superiors at the National Park Service, Charles Peterson sets forth the importance,
purpose, and the e'\lentual direction of the organization:
''The plan I propose is to enlist a qualified group of architects and
draftsmen to study, measure and draw up the plans, elevations and
details of the important antique buildings of the United States. Our
architectural heritage of buildings from the last four centuries
diminishes daily at an alarming rate. The ravages of fire and the
natural elements together with the demolition and alterations
caused by real estate 'improvements' forn1 an inexorable tide of
destruction destined to wipe out the great majority of the buildings
91
which knew the beginning and first flourishes of the nation.''
The collection of architectural drawings produced by HABS, along with those
produced by private parties, are all subject to the HABS standards in order to be
eligible for inclusion in the Library of Congress collection. This level of
standardization is what sets this collection apart from others, making it one of the
best resources for preservationists and the study of American architecture in the

Williamsburg Foundation, 1984, 123.
90
Burros, 2.
91
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92

The same standards for uniforrn forrnat and reproducibility are used in

America today as were used at the organization's inception.

93

There are four standards that must be followed for measured drawings to
be considered proper building documentation and eligible for inclusion in the
Library of Congress collection of HABS.

94

The first standard deals with the

content; requiring that the documentation fully illustrates the significance of the
building, site structure or object being documented. Standard II addresses the
quality of the documentation. All documentation must be accurate and from
reliable sources \\rith limitations stated so that independent \ 1erification is possible.
Standard III concerns the reproducibilit)' of the dra\\ ings. The)' must be produced
1

on a material that is reproducible durable, and that comes in standard sizes. The
last standard states that the documents should be clearly and concisel)' produced.
Documentation is a crucial element of this thesis because it allo\ ed the
creation of measured drawings. Measured dra\ ings in turn are the key to a
comparati\1e study. The comparati\1e dra\\ring sheets produced for the medallions
cornice profiles and medallion profiles sho\\ ed the st) listic changes that \\'ere
1

1

taldng place in Charleston during the mid-nineteenth centur)'. (sheets 1'12 . & 3
Comparing these stylistic changes leads to conclusions about when st) les \\·ere
1

most prominent and when the)• began to decline, as well as the shapes and fo1111s
that best represent the style. HABS standards for fo11natting details were follO\\·ed

92
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for this project. The HABS standard is the most universal in the United States and
·

results in clear, legible drawings. Photographic documentation will also be
included as they convey things beyond measured drawings such as: ''threedimensional qualities, spatial relationships, current conditions, texture, and
context.''

95

95

Burns, 70.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CHARLESTON ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

•

American architectural styles were expressed through changes in ornament. These
changing architectural styles influenced the fo11ns and shapes of plaster ornamentation
specifically, it is therefore necessary to study the various styles to understand the change
they effected in decoration. The prevalent styles in Charleston during my period of study,
1820-1860, include: the Greek Revival, Gothic Revival, and Rococo Revival. Neo Gree,
Egyptian Revival, Italianate, and Moorish influences were present but did not translate
directly into Charleston plaster fo11ns.

96

The Greek revival was present in America between the years 1820-1850 and held
on in the Gulf States until 1860.

97

It did not really start to dominate Charleston building

until closer to 1835 due to the economic depression that resulted in few major building
projects.

98

Charleston does, however begin to see the more linear style cornices

associated with the style very early in the decade. Interest in and preference for the
Greek forrns is generally linked to a renewed interest in Greece due to that country's war
for independence, 1821-1830. 99 In addition, Greece was associated with democracy, and
therefore was seen as representative of the ideals of our new nation. The Greek revival
started with public building in Philadelphia. One of the earliest examples of the style is
The author will not discuss in detail the Neo Gree, Italianate, Egyptian Revival, or Moorish styles
because even though they did have a presence in Charleston architecture they were not captured
specifically in plaster. Both builders' and furniture makers' pattern books supplied artisans with a source of
forms and patterns. The more eclectic styles lacked this important means of dissemination and therefore did
not translate into plaster in Charleston.
97
McAlester, Virginia & Lee. A Field Guide to American Houses. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1984, 182.
98
Waddell, Gene. Charleston Architecture: 1670-1860. Charleston, SC: Wyrick & Company, 2003 , 184.
99
McAlester, 184.
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the 2°d Bank of the United States, by William Strickland in 1818. The style found support
·

in some of this country' s frrst trained, professional architects. Benjamin H. Latrobe and
his two students, William Strickland and Robert Mills, were some of the first
proponents.

100

Strickland also had several influential students. John Haviland is another

significant contributer to the spread of the Greek Revival through his pattern book, The

Builder 's Assistant, containing Greek revival designs. As mentioned in previous chapters,
other pattern books were also being published by men like Asher Benjamin and Minard
Lafever, that espoused the Greek revival style. In understanding the Greek revival style it
is perhaps best to break it down into the smallest component part, the moldings. Grecian
moldings are composed of ellipses, arabolas, hyperbolas, and other conic sections.
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Figure 4.1: Roman & Greek Molding Profiles, Taken from Lounsbury.

Ibid.
Benjamin, Asher. The Architect, or Practical House Carpenter. 1830, 3. This reprint, New York: Dover
Publications, Inc. 1988, was taken from a later reprint frrst published in Boston by L. Coffin, in 1844.
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Asher Benjamin describes them as ''large, bold parts which are so strongly marked, that
•

each member of the profile is plainly seen at a very considerable distance."

102

The

Grecian cornices make a dramatic shift from the Neo-classical before them. In place of
light, <lentil patterns with garlands or swags, comes the simplified, linear cornice. These
cornices generally appear much heavier, often projecting out across the ceiling. (fig. 4.2
and fig. 4.3) According to Benjamin a rule of thumb for the projection of a cornice is five
eights of an inch for each foot of wall height.
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Figure 4.2:Cornice Profiles from Asher Benjamin's
The Architect, or Practical House Carpenter.

Figure 4.3: Cornice Profiles from Asher
Benjamin's
The Architect, or Practical House Carpenter.

In addition to the all linear cornices, some cornices featured cast ornament. The cast
elements were also incorporated into ceiling medallions. Popular Grecian ornaments

102
103

Ibid.
Benjamin, 70.
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often used in plaster casts included acanthus leaves, anthemion, also referred to as the
•

honeysuckle pattern, rosettes, guilloche and the Greek key, or fret pattem.

104

(fig. 4.4,

4.5, and 4.6)
ACANTHUS

ROMANESQUE

GREEK

Figure 4.4: Greek Key or Fret,
Taken from Lounsbury

ROMAN

•

RENAISSANCE

Figure 4.S:Various Styles of Acanthus Leaves,
Brittanica Encyclopedia, Online.

Figure 4.6: Anthemion, Taken from Buffalo as an Architecture Museum, Online.

104

Calloway, 216.
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The guilloche was seen in Charleston prior to the Re,,ival and remained popular, \ bile
•

the Greek fret came in with the Revival. The guilloche and fret are both a series of

Figure 4. 7: guilloche, 54 Mootagu St.,
Taken from Lounsbury.

interlocking forms; the fret is fo11ned by fillets or bands connecting in a rectangular
pattern, while the guilloche is interconnecting curved bands.

105

(fig. 4.7) As one moves

down the typical Greek revival wall, he will fmd that the wainscoting is not longer
present and that the baseboard is much more prominent than the Nee-classical version.
Window and door architraves along with base boards mimic the changes in the cornice
and become much heavier and pronounced. (fig. 4.8) The Greek revival would eventually
be replaced by the more Romantic styles in exterior and interior design.

105

LounsbW)' 151 , 171 .
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Figure 4.8: Greek Revival Baseboards, Taken from Asher Benjamin's The Architect, or Practical
House Carpenter.

'Gothick' design is seen in the United States prior to the Gothic Revival. In 1747,
Batty Langley published, Gothick Architecture, a pattern book promoting early Gothic
designs.

106

Even though a pattern books did exist to promote the Gothick style it is not

seen in Charleston houses until the Gothic Revival of the 1840s,with the exception of
romanticized outbuildings. The outbuildings that employed Gothick elements, along with
any other early examples of the style, were not archaeologically accurate. These buildings
functioned as service structures and were not ornamented with plaster cornices. Gothic
designs spread in the North for use in ecclesiastical buildings, however we were denied
Gothic plasterwork due to the teachings of A.W.N. Pugin. His books reflected the ideals
of purism, meaning that ornament should be carved stone as opposed to plaster, which

Roth, Leland M. A Concise History ofAmerican Architecture. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,
1980, 110-112; Langley, Batty. Gothick Architecture, Improved by Rules and Proportions. 1747.
Reprinted: New York: B. Bloom, 1972.
106
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was in his eyes a sham.

107

Unlike, Pugin, Richard Upjohn was less concerned with

purism and influenced the American Gothic Revival to be much more flexible about
materials. Though he did 1ncorporate plaster decoration into his ecclesiastical buildings
his residential designs were usually ornamented with wood. 108 Charleston however is
fortunate enough to have a few examples of Gothic plasterwork: Francis D. Lee's
Unitarian Church on Archdale Street, rebuilt in 1852 . St. Luke's Episcopal Church (today
the New Tabernacle .F ourth Baptist Church) located on Elizabeth Street, begun in 1859,
and E.B. White . s Grace Episcopal Church on Wentworth Street 1846-1848 . Be)1ond
these few public examples ot"' gothic plasterwork, Charleston does not see the Gothic sty le
1

used domesticall)1 during the Re\1 i\1al.
The next style after the Greek re\1 i\1al, that is reflected in domestic plasterwork is
the Rococo revi\1al. These more naturalistic designs become dominate in the 1850s. The
Rococo re\1ival is not an architectural mo\1ement . but rather a decorati e one. Rococo vvas
originall) a complete abandonment of the order and fo1111alism of the Renaissance and a
1

reflection of the Baroque particularl)1 • When it \Vas re\1 i\1ed in the mid-nineteenth centllr)1

it was again an abandonment, this time of the linear hea\ iness of the Greek revi\ a1.
1

1

109

Beard describes the Rococo movements as exploiting "'the many possibilities of
asymmetry, and in doing ,so, it frequentl) attained levels of exquisite balance."
1

11 0

The

fo11ns he speaks of are created using S and C-shaped cun1es. The Rococo Re,·ival made
use of the same shaped curves or scrolls to create convoluted shapes. These shapes were
107

Roth, 112.
108 Ibid.
109
Beard, 113.
110 Ibid.
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popularized particularly by furniture pattern books rather than architectural ones. Blackie
•

and Son's, The Victorian Cabinet-Maker's Assistant, published in 1853, is one such
book, with a multitude of plates displaying furniture decorated in curved shapes.

111

In

addition to curves, acanthus foliation and branches, vines and undulating moldings were
also incorporated.

112

It is possible that by as early as the 1850s catalogues were also

available that provided plasterers with a wide range of decorative ornament to purchase
in the fortn of casts. This is not a definitive date, however, as the scholarship on the
subject of plaster trade catalogues is in its very early stages. 113 An example of this type of
catalogue is Interior and Exterior Decorative Ornament, The Fischer & Jirouch Co.

114

Local plasterer Dave Hueske believes that the later Rococo elements that are present in
Charleston were probably ordered from other cities. Mr. Hueske is an experienced plaster
restorer and has had the privilege of seeing vast amounts of plaster in private houses on
the peninsula. He also believes that plasterers reused the casts they had purchased,
explaining why certain designs are seen in multiple houses, and possibly linking houses,
through their identical castings, to specific plasterers.

115

The date that plaster catalogues

are available in South Carolina is important because it allows various artisans to work
with identical casts.

111

Blackie and Son's. The Victorian Cabinet-Maker's Assistant, 1853. Reprint, New York: Dover
Publications, Inc., 1970.
112
Blackie, viii; Beard 113.
113
Currently little in known about plaster catalogues. They are believed to have been present but I was
unable to locate any earlier than 1902. Winterthur Muse11m has a special collection of trade catalogues,
however, the earliest plaster ornament catalogue in the collection dates to 1921.
114
Interior and Exterior Decorative Ornament, The Fischer & Jirouch Co. was a catalogue based produced
in Cleveland, Ohio. This particular company began in 1902, but similar catalogues were available prior to
the Civil War.
115
Hueske, Dave. Personal Interview with Local Plaster Restorer. March 11, 2008.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PLASTERWORK IN THE CITY
Economics plays an important role in building and therefore in the use and
transfer of decorative styles. Antebellum Charleston from 1820 to 1861 saw dramatic
change. Economic and political conditions were often volatile. The 1820s and 1830s saw
a general decrease in trade as well as a slowdown in population growth relative to other
118
·
·
c1t1es.

Westem c1t1es
. . sueh as New 0 r1eans and St. Louis
. grew, and the port at New

Orleans captured a significant amount of business, Charleston began to feel economic
depression. During the 1820s the whole United States was suffering and Charleston was
slower to recover than other cities.

119

The total population of Charleston, however, was

still increasing. In 1820 there were 24,780 people living in the city and by 1860 there
were 40,552.

120

This growing populus was forcing the city to expand beyond existing

boundaries. It was during the antebellum era that once rural areas were developed into
suburban neighborhoods, for example, the Wragg lands, one of the frrst suburban areas to
develop, became Wragg Borough in 1796.

121

The Aiken-Rhett house is located in the

heart ofWraggborough, at the end of Wragg Square, and the William Aiken and Joseph
Aiken houses are located on the fringes of the neighborhood.
For Charleston the beginning of the 1830s was met with political divisiveness.
Charleston was central in the nullification c1isis of 1832 to 1833. When the political

118

Rosen, Robert N. A Short History of Charleston. Col11mbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press,
1992, 81; Poston, 586,
119
Waddell, 184.
120
Rosen, 81. This nl1mber includes whites, free blacks, and slaves.
121
Originally written Wragg Borough, the name of the neighborhood today is today written
Wraggborough.
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controversies were temporarily resolved, Charleston became more aggressively
•

commercial.

122

By the late 1830s however, a new economic optimism captured the city .

The railroad came to Charl~ston in 1831. The track linked the coastal city to Hamburg
(now North Augusta) on the Savannah River. This connection was expected to boost the
city's port business and make it the seaport of the West. 123 This economic optimism
encouraged building projects in the city. In the 1830s, White Point Garden was laid out
and East Bay was extended to form East Battery. Between 1838 and 1850 some of the
city's grandest houses were developed on this street.

124

In addition, Ansonborough saw a

period of development in the for111 of rebuilding after the fire of 1838.

125

After the frre

there was an increase of Greek revival style buildings in the neighborhood such as the
Benjamin Smith House and the Synagogue of Kahal Kadosh Beth Elohim.

126

Other major

building projects of the time were the Charleston Hotel, the Guard House, and the New
Theater, all designed by architect Carl Friedrich Reichardt, and Hibernian Hall by
Thomas V. Walter.

127

This massive building campaign signified prosperity in the city.

This prosperity was not long ter1n and in the 1840s cotton prices slumped.

128

By the

1850s prices had recovered and prosperity seemed to have returned. It proved to be an
illusionary period of prosperity however.

129

Real estate values were up as well as bank

deposits and exports, yet the trade was shifting away from the city, Charlestonians were
122

Severens, Kenneth. Southern Architecture, 350 Years ofDistinctive American Buildings. New York:
E.P. Dutton, 1981, 138.
123
Waddell, 184; Severens, 138-139.
124
Rosen, 83.
125
Poston, 412.
126
Poston, 450.
127
Severens, 13 8-13 9.
128
Edgar, Walter. South Carolina, A History. Col11mbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1998,
280.
129
Edgar, 284.
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investing capital elsewhere and most planters were actually experiencing negative
·

returns on their investments.

130

The Civil War hastened what some considered a coming

economic devastation. The city did not really recover economically until after the tum of
the century . when the developing Na\'Y Yard and the Charleston Shipyard and Drydock
became a major industry.

131

The period of prosperity that Charleston witnessed prior to

the Civil War provided artisans and in this case, plasterers, opportunities to explore the
Greek Revi\1al and Rococo styles.
Tracing the presence of books in

harleston . specifically pattern books . provides

knowledge about the resources a\1 ailable to artisans of the period. Through a thorough
stud)' of appropriate Charleston , it)1 Directories a list is a\1ailable of the booksellers in
the city.

132

The number of booksellers on the peninsula fluctuated bet\\ een thirteen and
1

six during the period from 1822 to 1859.

of Charleston s best kno\\'Il bookstores

T\\10

\Vere Courtena., =son Broad treet and Russell"s on King treet. Samuel G. Courtena)

1

0\.\7Iled the bookstore \i\'ith W.A. Courtena)', \\ ho in 1884 vvas mayor of Charleston.1
1

33

Russell" s bookstore was O\vned by John Russell and the inspiration for Charleston . s O\.\'Il

Russell Magazine.

134

Though no knO\\'Il in\1entOI)' exists for an)' of' the booksellers . the

Charleston Library Society and the Apprentice's Library Society do have random
catalogues. The Apprentice' s Library has a catalogue dating frorn the year 1841. It

130

Edgar, 284-285.
131
Rosen, 156.
132
Charleston City Directories for the years 1822, 1830-31, 1840-41, 1849, 1859. See Appendix B.
Hagy, James. Directories for the City ofCharleston. SC. Baltimore, MD: Clearfield Company, Inc., 2000.
133
Edgar, 426.
134
Edgar, 302.
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includes books by Andrea Palladio, Thomas Sheraton, and Asher Benjamin. 135 All of
•

these books would have offered plates with various designs, some architectural and some
furniture. The cabinet makers' pattern books are also important to note because as the
Rococo revival begins to influence Charleston interiors, furniture designs are being
drawn on for inspiration in multiple mediums. The Charleston Library Society has
surviving catalogues from 1826 and 1845. The Library Society boasts names such as
Owen Biddle, Inigo Jones, and Andrea Palladio in their collection.

136

These repositories

would have made access to these materials much more widespread. Though Minard
•

Lafever' s books, The Modern Builder's Guide and The Beauties ofModern Architecture,
do not appear on either inventory list, their presence in Charleston is unquestioned.
Numerous decorative elements that are either direct copies or are extremely similar to

135

Apprentice's Library Catalogue, 1841, 16-19. (Now in the archives at the Charleston Library
Society.) Complete list of applicable books from the catalogue: The Architecture ofAndrea Palladio, the
classic four book version, A Book of Ornaments in the Palmyrene Taste by N.Wallis, containing 60
designs, Builder's Jewel, Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer's Drawing Book by Thomas Sheraton, a three
part book with plates containing furniture designs, elements of which transferred to ornament, New York
Journeymen's Cabinet and Chair-maker's, multiple books by Peter Nicholson including: The Student's
Instructor in Drawing and Working the Five Orders ofArchitecture, The Principles ofArchitecture,
Architectural and Engineering Dictionary, these books covered diverse topics including: art, engineering,
architecture, cabinetry, all designed for instruction, four William Pain books including: Architect: the
Builder 's and Workman 's General Companion, The Carpenter 's and Joiner's Repository, The Practical
Builder or Workman's General Assistant, and Architect, Practical House Carpenter, and Youth 's
Instructor, and finally two books by Asher Benjamin: Practical House Carpenter and Practice of
Architecture, including a complete development of the Grecian orders.
136
The Charleston Library Society Catalogues from the years 1826 and 1845. (Now in the archives at the
Charleston Library Society.) Complete list of applicable books from the catalogue: Young Carpenter's
Assistant, by Owen Biddle, A Treatise on the Decorative Part of Civil Architecture, by Sir William
Chambers, Essays on Rural Architecture, by Richard Elsam, Designs, Consisting ofPlans and Elevations
for Public and Private Buildings, by Inigo Jones, A Treatise on Ecclesiastical Architecture in England, by
Rev. John Milner, Carpenter 's and Joiner 's Assistant, by Peter Nicholson, The Architecture ofAndrea
Palladio, by Palladio, Architectural Designs, by B. Wyatt.
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Figure 5.1: Lafever Front Door De ign

Figure 5.2: Kerrison Mansion Front
Door

Lafever s plates exist in the city. A fe\v examples v.. ould include the medallion at 21
1

Legare" a door architra\1e in 20 Charlotte treet, and the entry doorway at the Kerrison
Mansion, 13 8 Wentworth. fig. 6.13 , 6.20 5 .1 ~ and 5 .2) It is likely that one of the multiple
booksellers in the city would ha\1e ·b een distributing the book. B)' the 1850s, cast
ornament catalogues \Vere also pla1 ing a significant role in the motifs available to and
1

chosen by plasterers.
Charleston plasterers learned their trade in the same manner as English plasterers,
through apprenticeship. In the English s)·stem a young man would be apprenticed to a
master of a particular trade for a period of se\en to eight years. During this period it was
the master' s responsibility to teach the young man the trade and quality workmanship.

137

The main difference between the two systems is that England, particularly London, had
an elaborate guild system. The guild system regulated the apprenticeship, allowing each
master only two apprentices at one time. In addition, at the end of one' s ter1n as an
137

Beard, 20-21.

38

apprentice he had to complete test work that had to meet a certain standard in order to
•

become part of the guild.

138

The guild not only regulated the apprenticeship system but

also acted as a means of qu:llity control for the trade. Though the guild system had taken
root in Philadelphia b)' the l 790's there is no e\ idence supporting its existence in the
1

south.

139

This can likel)' be attributed to the fact that sla\1ery was the south's source of

labor.
The fact that the guild system did not take root in the south left Charleston's
artisans \Vithout the checks of a guild. 1an)' apprentices in the cit)' came from the
Charlest,o n Orphan House. This pro\1ided destitute children an opportunit)' to be selfsupporting citizens one da)'. In },8 J9. an ad\1erti ement V.'as placed in the Charleston Cif)1

Gazette seeking three apprentice , one v\1hite and
apprentice's instruction \VilJ be \\ ell pro\ ided for.
1

plasterer: found in the

harleston

1

t\\' O
140

black. "'f he ad claims that the

It \\1as placed b)' Robert Wall a

it)' Director)' for the )'ear 1822. Thomas Duggan a

local plasterer and stuccoi t apprenticed

t\\'O

bo . s from the

harleston Orphan House:

Helli)' Ritfield on 1arch _ l , 1805. and J,o hn BrO\\'n on June 6, 18 05.1
1

indentured to the Orphan House for

t\~1 el\1 e

41

The bO)'S' ere

and thirteen )'ears respecti ely. Both \\'ere

apprenticed out after five ),ears . lea\1 ing se\1en or eight )'ears remaining in their original
indenture: the same amount of' time for apprenticeship in the English

S) stem.

The qualit)'

of life for an apprentice \\1as \1ery dependent on the master and \\1as not al\\ a) s good.
1

138

Ibid.
139
MacDonald, 2.
14
Charleston City Gazette and Commerical Dail;' ~4clvertiser, November 27, 1819.
141
Charleston SC Orphan House. Jndentz1re Book/or BO)'S and Girls 1800-1803. 6 & 12. (NO\\' in the
Archives of the South Carolina Room at the Charleston County Library on microfilm.)

°
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Neither of Duggan s young apprentices appears in later City Directories, implying that
•

perhaps they never finished their apprenticeship or maybe they moved on to other cities .
Runaway apprentic~s appears to have been a frequent and continual problem in
Charleston. There exist many ads announcing both runaways and the selling of a slave
who possessed the skill.

142

Thomas Duggan' s in 1816.

William Cook is mentioned as a runaway stucco apprentice of
143

Again in 1821~ an apprentice of Mr. Duggan:s ran away,

this time it was a fourteen year old African boy named David. Duggan offered a five
dollar re\\ ard for the return of this )'Oung apprentice.
1

144

In addition to training orphans and sla es often fathers trained their sons to
continue their \\1ork. Though I till belie,,e this to be the case \\rith plastering in
Charleston: the

it;1 Di1·ecto1·ie~ do not support this trend. The onl11 instance of the last

name appearing more than once \\ as \\'ith John and Joseph Dougherty.
1

John Doughert)' confirms he ha a son named Joseph.

146

145

The \\ ill of
1

hen researching booksellers

and brickla)'ers there \\'ere man)' instance \\'here it '~'a ob\1ious the trade \\'as being
passed d0\\711 through the tfilnil)'. The birth of.. daughters or early mortalit)' could easil)'
142

Additional Advertisements concerning African sla es or apprentices: Ad for Runa\\'a)' ··Jul)'. ,
(Dougherty John. ··Runa\\'a)1 . ' Charleston Cif)' Ga=ette at1d Con11nercial Dail)1Ach,ertiser, October 25,
1814.) Announcement of Sale. ( Wm. Pa)111e & Sons. Charleston Cif)' Gazette a11d Co1nmercial Dai/;1
Advertiser. FebruaIJ' 11 1820.) Announcement of Sale. (Paxton Henf)' M . Charleston SozJthern Patriot,
December 3 1814.) Announcement of Sale. (Wm. Pa1rne & Sons. Charleston Cif)1 Gazette and Comlnercial
Dail)' Advertiser, January 14, 1820.) Announcement of Sale. (Wm. Pa)rne & Sons Charleston Cit)1 Gazette
and Commercial Dai(v Ad\1ertiser, March 5. 1816.) Advertisement for Re\\'ard for Runa\\'a)'. (Cross, Sarah.
Charleston Cit}' Gazette and Com111ercial Dail)' Advertiser, FebruaT)' 4, 1815.)
143
Now in the archives of the Mu5eum of Earl) Southern Decorative Arts Craftsmen Catalogue.
144
Charleston Courier. January 25, 1821 .
145
Hagy, James W. Directories f or the C11} of Charleston. SC, 1822. Baltimore. MD: Clearfield Company,
Inc., 2000, 77. ; Hagy, James W . D1recrories for the Crt;' of Cl1arleston. SC. 1830-31. Baltimore, MD:
Clearfield Company, Inc., 2000, 8.; Hagy, James W. Directorzesfor the Crf)' of Charleston, SC. 1840-41.
Baltimore, MD: Clearfield Company, Inc., 2000, I 03.
146
Charleston Cowity Will Book vol.42, 283. (Now in the South Carolina Room at the Charleston County
Library.)
1
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end a trade being passed from father to son, coupled also with the fact that there were
•

only a few plasterers at any given time. In addition, sons could have moved on to
developing cities in the hopes of finding more work and opportunity.
With only a small number of plasterers working in the city, the number who could
produce ornamentation was very small. The Industrial Census of Charleston for 1848 has
nine white plasters and sixteen black slaves working in the city. 147 There were also free
blacks who were working as plasterers. Many of these free Africans also employed slaves
in order to make their businesses more profitable.

148

The business records of the Horlbeck

Brothers, local builders and brickmakers, as well as William Brockelbank, a listed
plasterer, do not specify the type of plastering their labor force was doing just that labor
was being used to accomplish the tasks.

149

After Brockelbanks death his seven slave were

sold at auction, five of which were listed as plasterers in his inventory and two labors.
The most expensive slave went for $2135 signifying a high skill level. The least
expensive slave sold for $600.

150

Many of the white craftsmen working in plaster were immigrants. The Charleston
Censuses provided the country of birth for some of the plasterers. A United States Census
Morality Schedules Index and a New York Passenger List also give clues to origins.

151

Only eight out of the twenty-eight plasterers in Charleston had existing documentation on
Rosengarten, Dale, Martha Zierden, Kimberly Grimes, Ziyadah Owusu, Elizabeth Alston, & Will
Williams III. Between the Tracks: Charleston 's East Side During the Nineteenth Century. Charleston, SC:
Charleston Musuem Archaeological Contributions, 1987.
148
Koger, Larry. Black Slaveowners, Free Black Slave Masters in South Carolina, 1790-1860. Jefferson,
NC: McFarland & Company, Inc., 1958, 141.
149
Probate Records for William Brockelbank. (Now in the Archives at the SC Room of the Charleston
County Library.); Horlbeck Brothers Manuscripts. (Now in the Archives at the SC Historical Society.)
150 Ibid.
151
City of Charleston Census, 1850. Unn11mbered page, 199.; City of Charleston Census, 1860, 26, 39, 81 .
147
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•

their country of origin. Of those eight, four were from Ireland. There were others too
•

whose names also suggested Irish origin, however they were not labeled without direct
proof. The Irish plasterers known to be working in Charleston were: Patrick Carroll,
Thomas Duggan, John Furlong, and Edward Kenny.

152

Other names that were identified

with those of Irish nationality found on the lists include: Kelly, Lanigan, and Dougherty.
This suggests that a large portion of the plasterers working in the City were Irish trained
immigrants. There were many highly skilled plasterers working in Dublin, Ireland having
the benefit of being closely linked to England and her native plasterers.

153

A well known
•

English plasterer, Joseph Rose and Company, did work in Ireland for James Wyatt. Rose
however favored Neoclassicism and Wyatt became interested in Gothic.

154

Even though

the Gothic style was popular in Ireland, its motifs do not seem to transfer to Charleston' s
residential structures. The Irish immigrants may however, have used knowledge of
Gothic designs in both the ecclesiastical and commercial buildings built in the city. The
churches in Charleston that have Gothic interiors include: Grace Episcopal Church
(1846-1848), the Unitarian Church (1852), and St. Luke' s Episcopal Church (1859). A
commercial example of gothic architecture is Robert Mills' Marine Hospital (18311834).

152

See Appendix A.
153
Beard, 185.
154 Ibid.
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An Account of William Brockel bank
The best evidence of· the plaster trade in Charleston comes from the Probate

•

Records of· William Brocke1bank.
listed in th,e

Brockel bank \vas born in the South Carolina and is

it)' Director)' a a plasterer in the years 1830-31 and 1849. He

harle . . ton

died int e tate 011

155

pril l 4 of 1850, lea\1ing behind a \~rife and three 1ninor children. James

1

P . .. arle, a builder and Brockelbank" son in la\\' \\ as request ed b .. the widow to be
1

1

administrator of 11i ,. estate. - 111ple record are left behind of Brockel bank" s \\'Ork and
estate due to tl1 lack of a~ ·11. lbe er ord do un1ent jobs materials, sla es' skillset
1

and pri e old for . it in\1e11torie l1i propert)' and e timates his net \\'Orth.
1

Bro k lbai1k

5 . 00 0. H _l1a,d a boll
t

1

t

hi death i p rsonal e tate is alued at

tr et and rented n1ultiple others. His in\ entOI)'
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1
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1

1

1

liJk : 501 . ru1d il\ r \\ at i1 . a piano . girand,oles a dozen sil\ er spoons
1

nine nlahogan)' hair

b ok a

1

1

111ultipl in ntions ,o f books. The fact that

ai1d

Brockelbank O\~ 1ed n1an)' b ok is int r ti11g in li~l1t of the fact that n1an . ' pla terer

\ ere deri\ring inspirati,011 ·or de ign fro111 patt m book . In addition to the household
objects th in\1entOf)' also n1 ntions pla t rm Id . Thi

upport the theOI)' that plasterer

retained their molds and reu ~ed then1. and i iurther e\1 idenc that ca ts do act a the
signature ,o f the artisan. Brockelbai1k O\\'l1ed the pre\riou l)' n1entioned se\1en sla\1es as
well, fi e of \\rhich \\1ere killed pla terers. Tl1e ale oftb e e\ren sla\1 es in\1,ol ed \\rith his
1

plaster business after his death earned 9,010. a testa111ent to the \ralue of their skill.
All the information from the follo,ving subsection is taken fro1n the Probate Records of William
Brockel bank. (Now in the Archives at the SC Room of the Charleston County Libra!)'.) Fi\'e additional
plasterers listed in Appendix A also had either a \\'ill or probate records, theirs ho\ve\'er mentioned nothing
of their profession.
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The plaster trade appears to have fostered independent contractors. Brockelbanks
•

records show that he did work on St. Philip' s Church, Grace Church, the Citadel
Academy, properties on King and Queen Streets, City Hall, and various new halls which
cannot be further identified. Earle was responsible for closing out these accounts and
collecting the money due Brockelbank. The work on St. Philips was for cementing the
steeple, demonstrating that Brockelbank did not limit his services to only interior plaster,
the balance for this project was $600. Mr. Earle also collected $850 for work done on the
Citadel. This work however included interior plastering in the for1n of professor' s rooms.
Brockelbank installed ornamental centers in City Hall for $35.

156

In addition to the slaves

that worked for Brockelbank two other names appeared in his records, Kelly and
Dougherty; Dougherty listed as working on St. Philips. Both John or Joseph Dougherty
and William Kelly were also plasterers working in Charleston.

157

The infrequency at

which their names appear leads to the conclusion that they were not pern1anent
employees of Brockelbank, but rather were hired on at times for additional help or
particular jobs. This further supports the idea that plasterers were likely independent
contractors in Charleston.
Brockelbanks accounts show continual usage of traditional plaster ingredients. He
used gravel and sand by the load, along with cement, these were most likely for his
exterior work, like that at St. Philips A bushel of gravel went for about 6 Yz cents while a
unit of cement costs $2. Brockelbank also purchased four loads of lath from Steinmeyer' s

156

Ornamental centers refers to what are generally termed ceiling medallions.
157
See Appendix A.
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•

Mill. John Steinmeyer owned a mill located at the end of Beaufain Street. 158 To go with
·

the lath 22 barrels of fine lath nails were purchased for $1. 7 6. The machine cut nail
technology had obviously taken root in the south due to the large quantity and low price
for which this material was obtained. Brockelbank purchased oil for casting at 25 cents.
One of his plaster for111ulas obviously called for hair as a reinforcement because
Brockelbank purchased this item frequently. On one occasion he purchased 48 bushels of
hair for $15.00. There are several entries for barrels of lime priced at $1 a piece. This
appears to be a local lime because there is one entry for four barrels of New York lime
costing $3 a piece. New York had excellent supplies of gypsum and this could be what
Brockelbank was actually purchasing for his ornamental work. A few entries below he
mentioned an ornamental center done at the Manor House, whose location or further
identity is unknown, for $30. Another interesting entry is for 15 barrels of stone lime at
$1.50 each. The variations in lime suggest that Brockelbank may have used different
qualities of lime for different work.
Brockelbank' s records do not specifically say that slaves were doing ornamental
work but the records ' organization makes this a likely conclusion. On September 1, 1848
the first entry is for an ornamental center at City Hall, directly below that is 1Yi days of
Cats, Brockelbank' s most skilled slave, who sold for over $2,000 at auction. No where
under that entry is there the name of an artisan other than his slaves. It appears based on
the organization of the record, Cats' ability, and the lacking of any non-slave artisan that
Cats is likely the artisan of the City Hall medallion. Brockelbank' s personal involvement

158

Poston, 495.

45

is not determinable based on the records. Despite their inconclusiveness about
Brockelbank' s role, these records are an invaluable source of inforrnation about the

•

plaster trade in Charleston where so few records survive.
The production of plasterwork in Charleston ebbed and flowed with the economic
and political conditions, while the professionals working in the city came from diverse
backgrounds. These conditions affected the amount of new plaster ornamentation seen at
certain times. The apprenticeship system for training plasterers was borrowed from
England, however in Charleston, it lacked the quality control system provided in the
•

north and English by guilds. Slaves played a vital role in the plaster being produced in
Charleston. The most skilled of which were likely capable of ornamental work. Those
who came to Charleston already trained in the profession were in many cases Irish,
however the Gothic designs they were familiar with never gained the same popularity in
America.
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CHAPTER SIX
PROPERTY HISTORY & DESCRIPTION

•

In order to examine the changing architectural styles of Charleston, and the
ornamentation that expressed the changes the plasterwork from the parlors of five
peninsula properties were measured and drawn. The parlor was chosen to be the focus of
the comparisons because it \Vas the most elaborately decorated room in the house. It was
also important to choose rooms with the same function so that the finishes would be
comparable. Other molding profiles such as baseboards door, and window architraves
ere not included because the)' \¥ere made using\ ood instead of plaster, and because

1
\.\

the)' were made b)1 different artisans trained in a different skill-set. The exercise in
measuring and drawing supports the pre\1ious suggestion of the \1alue of the historical
record and also pro\1 ides a tool to compare the decorati\1e elements.(See sheets 1-3 The
fi\'e properties \Vere chosen for their differing construction dates and accessibility.

47

The William Aiken House
•

Figure 6.1: William Aiken House

The William Aiken House, a National Historic Landmark, is located at 456 King
Street. (fig. 6.1) The original portion of the house is a three story stuccoed brick structure.
It was a Charleston single house, believed to have been built between 1807 and 1811.

159

It was built by the executors of the estate of James Mackie who was a minor. The
property was purchased in 1807 by James Smith, one ofMackie's trustees, for $3,495. In
1811 Aiken purchased the property for $14,000. The increase in property value signifies
substantial improvements to the property, in this case, the construction of the house.

160

William Aiken, Jr. or his mother added an elongated polygonal wing, as well as a rear
extension of the house on Ann Street. The date is unknown but believed to be sometime
after his father's death, in 1831 , and prior to the 1850s. The Gothic outbuildings are also
credited to him. 161 The original house was built at the height of the federal period and

Hamilton, Roulhac. "Aileen House Designated U.S. Historic Landmark." The Charleston News and
Courier:i. January 29, 1964.
160
Leland, Jack. ''Aiken House Exemplifies Historic Era." Charleston Evening Post. January 29, 1979.
161
Leland, 1979.
159
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therefore has elaborate wood and plasterwork in the Adam style. Particularly worthy of
·

note is the plaster eagle in the stairway ceiling. 162
The William Aiken house is significant also because of its owner. William Aiken,
an Irish immigrant, made a fortune in Charleston as a merchant. 163 He later became the
first President of the South Carolina Canal and Rail Road Company. 164 The company is
famous because it had the first steam locomotive in America, ''The Best Friend of
Charleston," to pull a train on track in regular service. By 1833 the train was in regular
service to Hamburg, S.C.

165

accident on March 5, 1831.

Unfortunately, William Aiken was killed in a carriage

166

The house then passed to William Aiken, Jr. and his

mother. The younger Aiken was recently married and chose to take up residence at 48
Elizabeth Street, leaving his mother the sole resident of the King Street house until her
remarriage. The property was sold to the South Carolina Railroad Company, later to
become Southern Railway System, in 1863 .

167

In June 1962, the house received some

exterior ''restoration'' work which unfortunately consisted of sandblasting and covering
the exterior with ''several coats of special waterproofmg paint. ''
floor of the house was used as a railroad museum.

169

168

In 1970 the second

In 1979 the house was donated to

the National Trust for Historic Preservation by the Southern Railway Company.

170

In

162

Leland, 1979.
163
Leland, 1979.
164
Hill, Philip B. ''Birthplace of Railroad is Restored." Charleston News and Courier. December 24, 1962.
165
Rhett & Steele. Charleston Now and Then. Col11mbia, SC: The R.L. Bryan Company, 1974, 90.
166
Hill.
167
Hamilton.
168
Hill; ''Southern Railway's Offices Getting $25,000 Renovation." Charleston News and Courier, June
21, 1962.
169
Reaves, Dora Ann. "Train Museum to be Opened Here Saturday." Charleston Post and Courier. March
25, 1970.
170
"House Donated to Trust." Charleston Evening Post, January 4, 1979.
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2000 the property was sold to Patrick Properties and is currently used to host special
·

events.

171

Under the Patrick' s ownership the ornamental woodwork that was carted off in

1929 by Southern Railway ~resident Fairfax Harrison was replicated. Local architect
Glenn Keyes visited the Washington office that contains the original woodwork and
made measured drawings. About 20 carpenters working for Jim Rhodes at Rhodes
Construction then turned the drawings into reality. Even though Rhodes ' carpenters used
Poplar, Cedar, and Maple while the original would have most likely been carved out of
cypress, the installation of the replicas helps bring the room to its original appearance.

172

The plaster in the elongated polygonal addition is transitional. It has a linear
cornice, though not as bold as those seen during the height of the Greek Revival. fig. 6.2)

Figure 6. 2: Interior of William Aiken House Parlor

Figure 6.3: 1st Floor Addition
Cornice, William Aiken House

Behre, Robert. "Historic Rooms Carted off During Demolition Times." Charleston Post and Courier,
November 19, 2001.
172
Behre, 2001 .
171
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The Aiken-Rhett House
Number 48 Elizabeth Street, in the Wraggborough neighborhood of Charleston,

•

today referred to as the Aiken-Rhett house, became part of the National Register for
Historic Places in the late 1970s. (fig. 6.8 and 6.9)

Figure 6.9: Map of Wraggborough.

Figure 6.8: The Aiken-Rhett House

The house was built in the Federal style around 1820 by John Robinson, a cotton factor,
and is therefore sometimes referred to as the Robinson-Aiken House.

173

Robinson

however did not retain the property for long; he ran into fmancial difficulties and had to
sell the property to satisfy debts. William Aiken, Sr. purchased the house from the
Master in Equity on March 7, 1827, for $15,600.

174

Aiken, Sr. already lived on the corner

of Ann and King Streets and used the house as a rental property. In 1831 , Aiken, Sr. died
in a carriage accident and Mrs. Aiken agreed to pass the property to their son, William
Vlach, John Michael. ''The Plantation Tradition in an Urban Setting: The Case of the Aiken-Rhett House
in Charleston, South Carolina," Southern Cultures, Winter 1999, 53 ; Graham, William, Carl Lo11nsbury, &
Orlando Rideout, V. "Architectural Investigations of the Aiken-Rhett House, Vol11mes l& 2." January 12,
2005.
174"Robinson-Aiken House." July 2, 1996. Doc11ment prepared by Historic Charleston Foundation (Now in
the archives at the South Carolina Room in the Charleston County Library).
173
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Aiken, Jr. and his bride Harriet L. Lowndes.
•

175

William Aiken, Jr. was the houses' most

distinguished occupant. He remodeled and enlarged the house in 1838 from its original
single house form, creating a grander and more complex floor plan.

176

The interior was

updated in the Greek revival style to create a house appropriate for a man of Aiken's
social standing.

177

Today the main floor is a showcase of Greek revival proportions and

ornament while the upper levels maintain their early Federal appearance.
Aiken, Jr. was governor of the state, a congressman, and a state legislator.

178

After

the deaths of both Aiken and his wife, Harriet, the house passed to their daughter,
Henrietta Aiken Rhett, who, along with her children, used the house for another 75 years.
The property was eventually turned over to the Charleston Museum by Governor Aiken' s
granddaughter-in-law, Frances Hinson Dill Rhett in 1975.

179

The Historic Charleston

Foundation took over the property in 1995 and is currently maintaining the property as a
house museum.
The three-story stuccoed brick house has double piazzas on the south side facing
Judith Street. The house rests on an above ground cellar which contributes to the grand
scale of the structure. Mary Street borders the property on the north and also contains the
rear entrance to the property. Governor Aiken executed two main renovations, one in the

Zierden, Martha, Jeanne Calhoun, and Debi Hacker. Outside of Town: Preliminary Investigation ofthe
Aiken-Rhett House. The Charleston Musewn, June 1986, 10.
176 "Room by Room Inventory of the Aiken-Rhett House," 36. (Now in the Archives at Historic Charleston
Foundation.)
177 Ibid.
178 Thomas, W .H.J. "Aiken-Rhett House Slowly Suffering From Isolation." Charleston News and Courier,
June 21 , 1967.
179 "William Aiken House is Donated to Muse11m." Charleston News and Courier, December 8, 1975.
175
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early 1830s and the other in 1857-1858.
•

180

The first renovation moved the main entrance

of the house from the piazzas on Judith Street to the side on Elizabeth Street and also
added a three story additio11 on the northeast corner. The addition included both a dining
room and a ballroom.

18 1

The later addition was an octagonal-shaped art gallery lit by a

skylight.
Almost all of its outbuildings are still extant and those that served as slave
quarters have remained remarkably intact. On the east side of the yard is a two story
kitchen laundry, and common room combination with five sla\re quarters above.
Opposite stands a stable \\rjth a ha)rloft and two additional rooms above. One room ma)'
have been designated as groom "s quarters and the other an additional do1111.

182

Aiken

owned se\ en sla es in 1850 and b) 1860 O\vned nineteen, all of which would have lived
1

1

in the seven available rooms. Both these buildings measure 70 feet by 20 feet.

183

Behind

these symmetrical buildings were t\VO small brick structures the function of which at one
time was believed to have been a chicken coop and a CO\\ shed.

I

e\V research suggests

these buildings were garden pa ilions. In the far northeast and northwest corners of the
property were privies, also of brick. Both the kitchen building and the stable were
enlarged to their current size in Governor Aiken' s 1830s renovations. The yard from the
back of the house to the end of these two buildings was paved with brick in a herringbone
pattern. Also in the back service area there has been discovered an underground, bricklined drainage system believed to have been installed around 1840. This is attributed to
180

Zierden, 14.
181 Graham, William, Carl Lounsbury, & Orlando Rideout, V. ··Architectural Investigations of the AikenRhett House, Vol11mes l& 2." January 12, 2005, 9-10 .
182
Vlach, 64.
183
Zierden, 14.
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the growing concern over sanitation that developed in the nineteenth century. 184 From
•

the rear gate up to the paved work yard was an avenue of magnolias .
The plasterwork in the west parlor, dating from the 1830s renovation, represents
the height of the Greek Revival. (fig. 6.10)

Figure 6.10: Interior of West Parlor, Aiken-Rhett House

The cornice in the double parlors is linear, and very angular. It also incorporates comer
blocks with squared rosettes. (fig. 6.11 ) The cornice projects out 21 Yz inches and is 5 Yz
inches tall. The comer blocks are 7 3i4 inches square. The ceiling medallion is distinctly

Figure 6.11: West Parlor Cornice, Aiken-Rhett House
184

"The Aiken-Rhett House," Early American Homes, October 1998, 37.
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•

Greek and similar to the second floor medallion at the William Aileen house. (fig. 6.6)
Both have prominent acanthus leaves, a ring of balls, a berry or pomegranate center, and
foliage dropping down around the berries and base of the chandelier. 185

•

Figure 6.12: West Parlor Medallion Aiken-Rhett House

The Aiken-Rhett medallion (fig. 6.12) spans 71 inches.(sheet 4) The first section is a run
element that is 8 inches wide. The outer and inner edges are mirror images of each other.
The run molding projects down 3/8 inches and is 3/8 inches wide, it then projects down
another Yi inch and is % inches wide, this portion is currently now painted gold. The
center section recesses back Yi an inch and is 5 % inches wide and contains cast elements.
The ornaments alternate between a rosette and a bound wheat or foliage element. The
cast pieces are applied to the run molding using plaster, probably gypsum based due to its
quick setting properties. Inside the interior band, there is an undecorated strip, 4 % inches
185

According to Dave Hueske the "berries'' do not have a particular name but are referred to by multiple
names, including berries and pomegranate.
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wide, of ceiling. The next element is a ring of gold painted balls, bordered on either side
by an arc shape molding. The arc shaped run elements are each approximately 1 5/8
inches wide. The balls are applied cast elements and are 1 114 inches wide. There is then
another undecorated ring, 4 3/8 inches wide, before reaching the ring of cast acanthus
leaves. There are twelve acanthus leaves each approximately 8 inches long. An exact
measurement was unobtainable due to the overlapping of an inner ring, located at the
base of the acanthus leaves, of palmette-like casts. This element depending on where it is
measure is approximately 2 inches in length. Finally the pomegranate center is encased
by a curved leaf cast that dropped down 4 inches. In the center of the medallion is a 12
inch metal hook from which the chandelier hangs.
The withdrawing room's cornice is a combination of linear elements and a
naturalistic leaf motif. The leaf element sits in front of a deep cove that is painted ox
blood red so that the color shows through the front piece. According to Mr. Hueske, the
leaf element is an interlocking cast. The art gallery constructed between 1857 and 1858,
is an excellent example of Rococo plaster. It incorporates flowers, vines, and shells.(fig.
4.9 and 4.10) It is possible that these elements were ordered out of a casting catalogue
due to the construction date.

The William C. Gatewood House
The house located at 21 Legare Street is believed to have been built around 1843
when William C. Gatewood purchased the property from Edward Frost for $2,400.

186K.B.

186

Mr.

''Do You Know Your Charleston? 21 Legare Street: Ante-Bellum Emphasis on Size is Seen in
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Gatewood was a naval officer from Norfolk, Virginia before moving to Charleston and
•

becoming a wealthy factor who exported sea-island cotton and rice. 187 The house is
considered Greek revival in style and has a side hall plan. The side hall plan allows for
the double parlors to be combined into one room without the interruption of a central
stairhall.

188

It is a three story brick structure with a Flemish bond pattern employed on the

front fa9ade while the rest of the house and out buildings are fmished with a three course
American bond.

189

To make the brickwork appear more homogenous or regular in shape

the mortar was dyed red to match the brick.

190

The ground story fa9ade is decorated with

brownstone window and door surrounds, while the second and third stories are
accentuated with marble. The third floor is crowned with a stuccoed parapet. 191 The
piazza is unique due to the scale of the columns and the large plinth blocks on which they
rest. Also unique to this house is the wide appearance of the street f ayade. This however
is an illusion as the southern bay on the second and third floors is not part of the house
Legare Street Dwelling." (Now in the archives at the S.C. Historical Society)
187
Poston, 246; Gatewood Genealogy. (Now in the archives at the S.C. Historical Society.)
The Gatewoods held the property until 1863, at which time they sold it to William Hart who later that same
year transferred it to James H. Baggett. Each time the property was sold for $27,000 most likely in
Confederate currency. (Leland, Jack. ''21 Legare Street is Massive House." Charleston Evening Post,
October 1, 1968). In 1867 the property was sold to Winthrop B. Williams, who was from a well known
Rhode Island family with southern ties to the Middletons. The house was next owned by Lavinia R.
Inglesby who purchased it in 1881. Mrs. Inglesby is remembered for the balls she held in the house's en
suite parlors. Thomas S. Inglesbury sold the house in 1901 to the Shingler family In 1927 Rees Hawkins
purchased the property for $16,000; in 1942 the Shingler family sold the house for only $8,000 to Joseph
Miserindino, a local businessman. In 1943 Mrs. Henry Deas purchased the property and leased it to Mrs.
Samuel J. Beckley. At this time the house was no longer used as a single family home but was used as
apartments up until 1959, when it was purchased by Andrew Drury. It was during the Drurys' ownership
that the house received its first doc11mented renovation. (Ibid.) The house was sold again in 1977 to the
family of the current owner who has recently completed another renovation of the house.( Real Property
Record: 21 Legare. From the Charleston County Auditor's Office.)
188
Stoney, Samuel G. "21 Legare is Outstanding Example of 'Single' House." Charleston News and
Courier, April 12, 1964.
189
K.B. (Now in the archives at the S.C. Historical Society.)
190
Stoney, 1964.
191 Ibid.
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but rather is the screen for the piazza.(fig. 6.13) Screens provided residents with privacy
•

from those on the street below.

Figure 6.13: Piazza Screen,
Gatewood House

21 Legare is not firmly attributed to any architect, however evidence does point to
Edward Brickell White as a potential candidate. The house has strong similarities to
number 9 East Battery, that has also been attributed to White, as well as some of the other
work he was producing at the time the house was built.

192

In addition, and probably the

most persuasive piece of evidence, is an advertisement from the sale of the property in
the Charleston Mercury dating January 3, 1863. The advertisement claims that the
construction of the house was recently new and supervised by Col. White, Architect.

193

We also learn from this ad that the attic was finished and the house was piped for water
and gas. The utilities are significant because they signify that the house was ' modem. '
Mr. Gatewood's name and house are mentioned in the Horlbeck Brothers' daybooks in

192

Stoney, 1964. It is important to mention that 9 East Battery has also been attributed to Charles F.
Reichardt. Poston, 219.
193
Charleston Mercury, January 3, 1863.
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May 1852.
•

194

The Horlbeck Brothers were local brick makers and builders. Whether this

piece of information links the Horlbecks to Mr. Gatewood and is evidence that they built
the structure and were therefore the obvious choice for later work or were used only for a
minor repair is unclear.
Though the architect is not certain, the inspiration for the plasterwork is
indisputable. The Greek revival ceiling medallion is exceptionally similar to a design by
Minard Lafever. ( fig. 6.14 and 6.15)
·:

/>/ . fl/ .

..

Figure 6.14: Lafever's Ceiling Medallion, plate 21

Figure 6.15: Gatewood Ceiling Medallion

It is comprised of alternating anthemion and round rosettes, as well as various different
leaf forms. This medallion differs from both the William Aiken and Aileen-Rhett
medallion because it has no run moldings, it is comprised of only cast elements. These

194

Horlbeck Brothers' Manuscripts. May 1852. (Now in the archives of the South Carolina
Historical Society.) The entry has a price of $2.85 beside it and is the only entry to be found.
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elements are attached like those of the other medallions, using plaster in the plastic state
•

as adhesive. The diameter is approximately 6 feet. The center ring of foliage also drops
down 2 inches.(fig. 6.15) There is currently no chandelier hanging from the medallion,
but a chandelier is a likely addition.

•

•

Figure 6.16: ln!erior of Front Parlor, William C. Gatewood House

Renovations on the house were recently completed and the owners have not finished
interior furnishing.(fig. 6.16) The cornice again is a bold, linear design.(fig. 6.17) It rises

Figure 6.17: Parlor Cornice
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10 % inches and projects out 11 Yi inches. Like the Aiken-Rhett house, the plasterwork at
•

21 Legare exemplifies the height of the Greek Revival movement.

The Joseph Daniel Aiken House

Figure 6.18: Joseph Daniel Aiken House

The Joseph Aiken House is located at 20 Charlotte Street. This house is
considered one of the foremost examples of Greek revival architecture in the city. (fig.
6.18) The house was built in 1848 as a wedding present for Joseph Daniel Aiken and his
bride Ellen Daniel Martin, by the bride's father, Robert Martin.

195

Martin purchased the

"Dwelling was Wedding Gift."Charleston News and Courier, December 22, 1969.
The mansion was officially given to Aiken by his father-in-law in 1851. Ellen Aileen sold the house to Ann
Amelia Shingler for $10,000 in 1889 (Dennis, Lisa. ''Greek-Revival Mansion was Built as Nuptial Gift,
Adorned with Art." Charleston Post and Courier, October 8, 1984.) The property was purchased in 1929
by I. Ripon Wilson (Dennis). Wilson's family lived in the house until 1961 when he sold it to Earl M.
Carter and William J. Bates. Shortly after, in 1964, another artist lived in the house. Richard J. Bryan
purchased the property from Bates who had full ownership by that time (Dennis). Bryan had to resort to
renting out rooms to afford the maintenance on the property. In 1980, ownership went to an Australian
citizen, Asimus. Though he spent only short periods of time at the house, his mother, Mrs. Asimus, lived
there almost year round. The Asimuses worked on repairs resulting from deferred maintenance on the
house as well as attempted to restore the formal garden (Dennis). By 1995, a Hilton Head real estate
195
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property in 1837 from Thomas J. Roger. Martin lived directly to the east at 16 Charlotte
•

Street. Joseph and Ellen were second cousins, Joseph, however was originally from
Winnsboro, not Charleston.

196

He also had family ties to Governor William Aiken; they

too were cousins. Aiken studied at Mount Zion and South Carolina College before
studying law in Winnsboro. Prior to the Civil War, Charleston city directories list him as
an attorney.
Aiken.

198

197

After the war, however, he became the financial agent for Governor

A sketch survives of Governor William Aiken's art gallery drawn by Joseph

Aiken and sent to the William Aikens while they were traveling abroad.

199

Family

legend suggests that Joseph designed the Aiken Art Gallery and 20 Charlotte Street
residence himself.

200

A quote from Rear Admiral R. Bentham Simons provides evidence

of Joseph's artistic talent.
''Joseph was quite an artist and having the talent for painting and sculpture,
furnished his rooms ... with works from his own hand, such as oil paintings of
birds, fishes, etc. for the dining room, while the parlor contained beautiful
specimens of waterfalls and other landscapes. Nearby on pedestals would be seen
company planned to purchase both 20 and 16 Charlotte Street and turn the two houses into a large bed-andbreakfast complex. The company hoped to have the inn opened by 1997. (McDermott, John P. "Premier
Bed & Breakfast: Firm Foresees Prime Development Area." Charleston Post and Courier, October 14,
1995.) Plans however went awry and instead of opening the inn, the house was sold to Stewart and Laura
Lee Bunch of Virginia in 1997. (Behre, Robert. ''A Wedding Present that Keeps on Giving." Charleston
News and Courier, November 24, 1997.) The couple carried out the necessary renovations themselves
having construction experience, though no experience on historic properties. Their goal however was
important to the integrity of the house and that was to change as little as possible. (Behre, 1997.) By 2000
the Bunches had the house on the market for $2,190,000. (Menchaca, Ron. "Mansion going for $2.19
Million." Charleston Post and Courier, September 21, 2000.) The house eventually sold to its current
owner in 2002. (Real Property Record for 20 Charlotte Street, From the Charleston County Auditor's
Office.)
196 Ibid.
197
Hagy, James W. Directories for the City of Charleston, SC, 1852. Baltimore, ivID: Clearfield Company,
Inc., 2000.,
198
''Dwelling was Wedding Gift.'' News and Courier, December 22, 1969.
199
Aiken, Joseph. ''Sketch of Aiken-Rhett House Art Gallery." (Now in the archives of Historic Charleston
Foundation.)
200
''Beautiful Charlotte Street Residence Built by Joseph D. Aiken in 1848." Charleston News and Courier.
April 27, 1931. See Appendix C.
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busts of his wife and daughters, the work of his own chisel.''201
•

There are other possible architects for 20 Charlotte Street however. Russell Warren is
considered a potential architect due to the similarities between the Charlotte Street house
and the Kerrison Mansion at 138 Wentworth Street which is defmitively his work.

202

James M. Curtis is also a potential candidate due to the existence of a photograph of the
house with his name and the word 'architect' written on it.

203

The house is a two story brick structure. Its monumental proportions are a result
of a large basement and attic. The Greek revival style is prevalent in the two story
tetrastyle portico whose columns have Tower of the Winds capitals. The column capitals
at 20 Charlotte Street are slightly different from the originals in Athens; the position of
the acanthus leaves and the lotus leaves are reversed so that the acanthus are on top and
the lotus on the bottom.

204

The Greek revival influence continued into the iron work. In

both the balcony railing and the front gate can be seen the Greek fret and anthemion or
honeysuckle design.

205

There is an element of incongruity on the exterior however. On

the western fa9ade there is an Italianate loggia. According to Waddell, this marks the
building as not purely Greek revival but transitional.

206

The interior of the house continues the monwnental proportions that were begun
on the exterior. (fig. 6.18)

201

Dennis.
202
Dennis; Poston, 576.
203
Dennis.
204 "Beautiful Charlotte Street Residence Built By Joseph D. Aiken in 1848." Charleston News and
Courier. April 27, 1931.
205
Dennis.
206
Waddell, 187.
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•

Figure 6.18: Interior of Joseph Aiken House

The rooms have lofty ceilings as well as full-length doors and windows. The walls were
originally left bare with the exception of plaster cornices and high baseboards, however,
wainscoting was added by a later owner. The mantles are marble but unadorned, also
common in the Greek revival period.

207

The house has a central hall that leads to a

circular stair in the rear of the hall. To the east there is a drawing room, dining room,
kitchen and pantry. To the west there are also two large chambers connected by the
loggia. One of the two chambers was probably originally used as a library.

208

The most

interesting internal element is the pediment over the doorway from the drawing room into
the dining room. It is Egyptian in feel with its architrave and it has a modified repeating
anthemion pattern. 209 The Egyptian element also points to the transitional nature of the
structure; it is bridging over from the earlier and more pure Greek revival style to the

''Dwelling was Wedding Gift." Charleston News and Courier, December 22, 1969.
208 Ibid.
209 D
.
enn1s.
207
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more eclectic period to come. The pediment has some similarities to a Minard Lafever
•

design as well. (fig. 6.20, and 6.21)
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Figure 6.20: Lafever Doorway Design
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Figure 6.21: Double Parlor Doorway
Joseph Aiken House

The plaster cornices are bold and linear, typical of the Greek revival period. The
cornice is 8 5/8 inches in height and projects out 11 % inches. (Sheet 7 and fig. 6.22)

Figure 6.22: Parlor Cornice, Joseph Aiken House

The ceiling medallion is transitional. It is comprised of alternating foliage. One design is
a stylized acanthus leaf. The other element has an overall shape that is similar to acanthus
designs but it is a cluster of three different flowers and two types of leaves. The house's
construction date of 1848 fits in the transitional period when we begin to see the
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introduction of more naturalistic Rococo elements in combination \\rith Greek ones. (fig.
•

6.23

Figure 6.23: Parlor Medallion, Joseph Aiken House

Like the Gate~rood medallion it is also lacking run moldings and is only comprised of
cast pieces applied directly t0 the ceiling. The medallion is made from two distinct casts,
each repeated six times, alternating every other one.(Sheet 5) The stylized acanthus leaf
is approximately 16 inches in length and the floral cast is approximately I 7 inches long.
The approximation is based on the differing heights of the edges and also the fact that the
base of the cast is overlapped by another cast element. The inner ring of the medallion is
six palmette casts. The cast piece is 4 inches in length. The center of the medallion is a

5Yi inches open space ~rhere the chandelier apparatus is mounted to the ceiling.

William Pinckney Shingler House
Limehouse treet is graced

\Vi th

two almost identical houses numbers 9 and 10,

built between the )1 ears 1856 and 1858. The properties are so similar because they were

68

built to be the residence of the same man, William Pinckney Shingler. 210 Shingler was a
•

prominent Charlestonian; he was the son of James Simon Shingler, Sheriff of Charleston
District, and Eleanor Bradwell Shingler.

211

He was also a wealthy planter and cotton

factor. Much of his wealth depended on foreign markets, specifically Hamburg,
Liverpool, and Marseille.

212

In addition to his role as a businessman and planter, Shingler

also was a signer of the Ordinance of Secession, a colonel in the Confederate army, was
at the Battle at Manassas, was responsible for the raising of the seventh South Carolina
Calvary, and later in the war was given control of the state troops.

213

Shingler was

•

married three times. His first two wives, Harriet English and Caroline English both
predeceased him. His third wife was Susan Ball Venning.

214

Number 9 Limehouse is combination of a Greek revival exterior and a more
eclectic interior. The exterior is Greek revival though the style was coming to the end of
its dominant period by 1856-1857 when the house was built. (fig. 6.24)
210

Dibble, Ann W. ''Wealth, Financial Ruin Meet on Limehouse Street.'' Charleston News and Courier,
February 11, 1974.
The property that eventually became 9 Limehouse Street was originally granted to Joseph Oldys in 1681.
From Oldys the property was transferred to Elizabeth and Catherine Marshall in 1700. The property was
then sold to Benjamin de la Conseillere; who in 1 762 sold it to Thomas Ferguson. Robert Limehouse
bought the land in 1799. The land was used as farm land until 1851 when Limehouse' s heirs cut Limehouse
Street through the property and divided it into residential lots on either side (Dibble).
Dwing the spring of 1856, Shingler began to acquire land on Limehouse. Within a year he had acquired
two full lots and part of a third lot on the west side of the street; the tract was 180 feet on the street by 105
feet deep. The total price for the land was $4,900 (Leland, Isabella. "Do You Know Your Charleston?
Limehouse St.: Home Has Late Ante-helium Styling." Charleston News and Courier, February 24, 1958).
Unfortunately Shingler's business speculations failed, leaving him in financial ruin. On August 1, 1857, he
was forced to sell nlimber 9 to his cousin, James R. Addison for $23,000. (Dibble.) By May 1858, Shingler
had again regained him fortune and was able to purchase three additional lots on the east side of Limehouse
Street measuring 110 feet by 105 feet. (Dibble.) Shingler purchased the property from Robert Adger and
William J. Heriot. The house he went on to build was very similar to his first mansion across the street;
both are examples of Greek revival exteriors, a style that a couple decades earlier had dominated new
construction but by this time had lost some of its earlier popularity.
211
Dibble.
2 12
Dibble.
213
Dibble.
214
Dibble.
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Figure 6. 24: Exterior of William C. Gatewood House

The interior of the house is a combination of some of the newer styles that were
becoming popular. 215 The cornice has Rococo elements as well as the classic egg and dart
(fig. 6.26); the woodwork has Moorish elements in the forrn of pointed arches as well.
(fig. 6.25). This eclectic mix of styles became known as Victorian.

'

•

'

r

Figure 6.25: Front Parlor Interior

2 16

•

I

1

,,

'

r

Figure 6.26: Parlor Cornice, William P. Shingler House

215

Dibble.
216
Dibble.
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The house is a two story brick structure built with a side hall plan. The front door
•

of 9 Limehouse is crowned with a classical pediment supported by heavy consol brackets
and is nearly identical to the one at 10 Limehouse Street.

217

The door is reached by a set

of marble steps with an iron railing. In addition to the iron railing there is an iron bar at
the landing that is held in the jaws of a griffm-like creature.

218

The south fa9ade has a

wide double piazza with fluted columns opening out to a large lawn. The interior deviates
from the classically inspired exterior immediately upon entrance. The archway entrance
from the front vestibule into the drawing room is Moorish in feel.

219

Acorns are used as

ornamentation on the arches as well as the previously mentioned pointed arch. The
parlors can be divided by sliding doors whose woodwork decorates the entire partition
wall, with immobile panels flanking the sliding doors. Keystones with double fleur-de-lys
as well as console brackets carved with Prince of Wales plumes decorate this wall. The
ceiling in the parlor is recessed; set off with an egg and dart molding as well as a lacey,
more Rococo molding. The double parlors have matching marble mantles, moldings, and
French doors leading to the piazza. The only difference between the two rooms is that the
· 220
. d ce1·1mg.
rear does not h ave th e tiere
The plasterwork in 9 Limehouse is the most completely Rococo out of the five
properties studied. The most interesting portion of the cornice contains an upside down
cluster of three flowers with an inverted fan-like design alternating in between the
clusters. (fig. 6.27 and 6.28)
217

Leland, 1958.
218 Leland, 1958. It was thought at one time that the purpose of this bar was to hold bunting for holidays.
219
Dibble.
220
Leland, 1958.
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•

Figure 6.27: Floral Design on Sideboard Leg,
Taken from Blackie & Son's

Figure 6.28: Furniture Fan Design, Taken from
Blackie & Son 's

The fan design can be found in Rococo designs from Blackie and Son's, The Victorian

Cabinet-Maker 's Assistant. Though an exact example of the flower cluster has not been
located, the one from Blackie & Son's book is extremely close.(fig. 6.26 and 6.27)
Rococo furniture designs incorporated small, simple flowers similar to those used in
many local cornices.
The cornice is comprised of both run elements and cast, though it is heavily
reliant on the casts for its form. It is 15 inches tall and projects out 10 inches. The bottom
of the cornice is a run piece with squared edges that is 5/8 inch tall. The next section is
basically 6 inches tall. Within it are the very interesting cast elements. The arch and fan
element alternate with the inverted flower clusters. (fig. 6.27 and 6.28) These elements
are attached to the wall in standard method previously mentioned, plaster adhesive. The
floral cast is approximately 5 inches tall, while the fan element is 4 inches. The next
section is the egg and dart molding, which rests on a row of beads. The entire section is

72

about 3 inches tall. On top of this there are three linear run pieces measuring ~ inch, ~
·

inch, and% inch tall from bottom to top. The last cast element is a st)rlized tleur-de-l)'
topped by' scrolls alternating with a palmette shape, resting on a ro\ of beads. This
section is 2 % inches tall. The fmal crowning element is run. It is also has squared edges
and is 3/4 inch tall. (sheet 12)
The medallion is a definite break with the previous Greek revival cornices that
were popular. It is lacking the traditional Greek acanthus leaves and instead it is a
scrolling design with shields, leaves, and a pendent in the center from which the
•

chandelier hangs. (fig. 6.29)

Figure 6.29: Parlor Medallion, William P. Shingler
House

73

It is likely that the four point form was cast as one piece as opposed to being a
•

combination of multiple cast elements. At its longest point the medallion measures 63
inches, (from point A to point A on sheet 12) and it measures 45 inches across.
In 1979, the owner, Dr. G. Fraser Wilson, placed protective easements on the
property. 221 Wilson gave Historic Charleston Foundation the legal right to review
architectural changes to the house as well as changes to the lot. The property that is
currently considered 9 Limehouse is comprised of vacant lots at 11and13 Limehouse.
•

The easement placed by Dr. Wilson protects beyond the standards of the Board of
•

Architectural Review (BAR), which currently only protects changes to facades visible
from the street. The more extreme measure of placing an easement on a historic property
will protect it even if the BAR does not exist someday. Dr. Wilson hoped to protect the
integrity of the house and the lawn where his children played for future generations;
today the property still remains in the Wilson family.

222

Behre, Robert. "Easements Protect Lot, Home." Charleston Post and Courier, October 27, 1997. (All
the information in the following paragraph is derived from this source.)
222 Real Property Record: 9 Limehouse. From the Charleston County Auditor's Office.

221
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION

•

During the period of 1820 up until the beginning of the Civil War, Charleston's
architectural styles changed from being almost purely dominated by the Greek Revival to
an eclectic mix which included: Gothic Revival, Italianate, and Moorish. Residential
plasterwork, however, was far more limited, and expressed only the Greek revival and the
decorative style, Rococo. A comparative study of molding profiles and medallion
elevations, available as a result of documentation, allows observation of stylistic trends
and the ability to track change. This type of study is essential in understanding style.
(sheets 1, 2, and 3) A comparison of the ceiling medallions drawn for the purpose of this
thesis shows a chronological trend beginning with the Aiken-Rhett medallion, done
during the height of the Greek Revival, to the purely Rococo medallion in the William
Pinckney Shingler house. When all the medallions are compared there is an obvious
departure from the massive proportions associated with the Greek Revival to smaller
medallions.( Sheet 1) The Shingler medallion takes on the overall shape of the scroll
fo1111, departing from the geometrical circular form common during the Greek Revival.
This departure from circular medallions in favor of more pointed, scroll shapes is also
seen at 109 Bull Street, part of Bee's Row (1853-1854) and 13 Pitt Street, the Henry
Gerdts House (1859).

223

An additional examination of cornices in the Henry Gerdts

House, is additional evidence that the Greek revival is never replaced by Rococo in

223

See Appendix D.
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Charleston but rather they coexist. The parlor has a Rococo, naturalistic cornice while
•

the dining room has the traditional Greek linear cornice .
In addition to architectural and decorative styles, Charleston's plasterwork was
also shaped by pattern books trom which many artisans gained their inspiration. English
pattern books itnported to

harleston pro,rided the city s artisans with the means for

producing the latest st)rles. The numerous bookstores and t\vo library societies made
these books accessible to the public. Minard Lafever s works are clearly represented in
Charleston. The n1edallion at the Gate\;vood house pro\ iding evidence of this trend (fig.
1

6.14 and 6.15 . The double door architra\re at the Joseph Aiken house is extremely
similar to a Late\rer dra~ring a

~rell

fig. 6.20 and 6.21 This suggests that these pattern

books \\'ere a source of in piration for plasterers, \\1bether copied direct!)' or modified.
Architectural pattern book do not e "ist for the Rococo style since it was a decorati\1e
st)rle. Instead furniture pattern books "'eem to have filled the ' 'oid and acted as a source
for decorati,,e elements . . len1ent from Blackie and on 's The Tficto1·ia11 Cabi11et-

A1aker 's A ~ i ·ta11t are e\1ident in the plasten\1ork at the hingler house.(fig. 6.27 and 6.28)
The majorit)' of artisans \iVorking in Charleston by this time period, fall into tv. 0
1

groups: immigrants and sla es. V hen cross referencing the City Directory's plasterers
with the 1850 and 1860 censuses . there \\ as a high percentage of Irish-born plasterers.
1

These men would ha\'e brought \Vith them their 0\\'11 ideas and inspiration. How and
where they surface in Charleston is still unknown as the pattern books seem to be the
dominant influence. In addition to white immigrant plasterers . African American slaves
also played a significant role in the plaster trade in Charleston. The probate records of
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William Brockelbank are evidence that slaves were trained plasterers and were very
•

likely doing ornamental work as well. Brockelbank' s records also suggest that white
plasterers were working independently, not the employee of one contractor.
Though records were not discovered linking specific artisans with any of the five
properties documented plasterwork located in different houses but created by the same
artisan can be linked together. Using current research, along with, the knowledge of Dave
Hueske, an experienced local plasterer specializing in historic restorations, it is clear that
plasterers reused molds for cast ornament. Again, Mr. Hueske has had access to many of
the peninsula's houses making him knowledgeable concerning the existing casts. The
possessions of William Brockel bank at his death also supports this conclusion; his
inventory listing plaster molds. The evidence supporting this idea is the appearance of
identical cast elements in different houses. There is a repeated cast from the upper portion
of one of the Bee's Row ( 185 3-1854) cornices and the upper portion of the Shingler
House as well. 224 The element consists of a palmette-like shape, a fleur-de-lys with
scrolls" and a bottom row of beads. The fact that the same cast is present in two unrelated
~

houses suggests that a common plasterer reused one of his old cast. Mr. Hueske's
research also supports the current findings. According to him the Greek Revival, bound
wheat or foliage element in the Aiken-Rhett medallion is also present in the Sword Gate
House (32 Legare), probably part of an 1840 addition.( fig. 6.12). The elements reuse in
what can be considered a relatively short period of time is attributed to the cast element's
appropriateness for the popular style. The upside down floral element is also a repeated

224

See Appendix E.
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pattern.
•

225

(fig. 6.27) The identification of another reused element is additional evidence

that these cast elements were being reused and therefore function as a signature of the
plasterer.
Man __ connections can be made between houses done by the same artisan if a
catalogue of cornices could be de\1eloped for the entire city. Measured drawings and
photographs \\ ould allo\\' con1parisons to be made and jdentical elements identified.
1

Exact documentation i important because similar casts existed. For example the
grape,rine in 13 Pitt is e "tremel)' similar to that in the Bee' s To\vnhouse and the William
226

Aiken Hou e.

t fir t _lance the)' appear to be the same, h0\\1e\1er, by comparing

phot ograph '"'ide b)' ide, it is e\1ident that the)' are three different casts. Linear cornices
1

are not as eaS)' to identif)'.

1on

of the linear cornices measured and dra\\'11 or

photographed for thi the i \\ ere exactl)' the same ,and according to Mr. Hueske . his
1

e "perience has re\1ealed imilar findi11g . Templates for run cornices \\1ere much simpler
to make and therefore le

lik l)' to be reu ed. H 0v\1e er a pla terer might like the effect
1

of a specific element and ould reuse it leading to imilar cunres angle
20 Charlotte treet and 13 Pitt treet ha,,e a deep

CO\' e.

and lines. Both

This could link them to the same

plasterer or could be the result of' a commonl) used pattern book: the conclusion is less
1

definite.

225

226

22 7

Mr. Hueske was unable to provide the exact house were it is located.

See Appendix F.
227
See Appendix G.
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APPENDIX A

•

PLASTERERS WORKING IN CHARLESTON, 1822-1852

NAME
Baker, Fisher (F.A.)
Breviande, A.
Brockelbank, William (W.)
Carroll, Patrick
Collins, P.
Dougherty, John (J.?)
Dougherty, Joseph (J.?)
Dubois, John
Duggan, Thomas
Dukes, F.D.
Furlong, John
Gruver, William H.
Guy, William
Harvey, Bernard
Harvey, Michael
Hays, William
Kelly, William
Kenny, Edward
Lanigan, James
Lawler, Matthew
McKenzie, James
Mills, Clarke
Mitchell, Andrew
Murray, ...
Wall, Robert
Wallace, Robert W.
Wilcox, \\lilliam

YEARS LISTED IN
DIRECTORIES
1840-41 , 1849
1859
1830-31 , 1849
1859
1849
1822, 1830-31 ?
1830-31 ?, 1840-41
1849
1822
1849
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1849
1830-31 , 1840-41 , 1849
1859
1859
1859
1823
1840-41
1822
1840-41
1822
1859
1830-31

COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN
France
SC, United States
Ireland
•

Ireland
Ireland

Ireland

Scotland
New York, USA
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APPENDIXB

•

BOOKSELLERS IN CHARLESTON, 1822-1859

NAME
Allen, Thomas D.
Babcock, William
(Babcock Booksellers)
(Babcock, W.R.)
Bason, William P.
Barnett, W .N.
Beil, John P.
Berret, William H.
Bushell, ...
Carter, A.
Courtenay & Co.
(Courtenay, Samuel G.
Courtenay, W.A.)
Greer, John M.

YEARS LISTED IN
DIRECTORIES
1849
1822, 1830-31 , 184041

LOCATION
116 Meeting St.
329 King St.

1822
1840-41
1840-41
1822, 1830-31 , 184041
1849
1849
1859

317 King St.
159 Meeting St
280 King St.

1840-41 , 1849

14, 39 Broad St.
101 Meeting St.
163 Meeting St.
9 Broad St.

Harrison, D. W.
Hart, S.
Head, Amos
Hoff, John (J.C.)
Hoff, Philip
McCarter, J.J.
(Mccarter & Allen)
(Mccarter & Co.)
-Dawson, Edmund J.
Mill, John
Missidine, Robert
Morford, E.
Oats, George
O'Mara, John

1822, 1840-41 , 1849
1849, 1859
1849
1822, 1830-31

135, 207 King St.
29 Broad St.,
Chalmers
300 King St.
1 Broad St.
10 Broad St.

1849

116 Meeting St.

Patterson, F. & Co.

1859

1822
1822
1822
1849
1859

•

134 King St.
112 East Bay St.
234 King St.
80 Queen St.
Cr. King & Society
St.
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APPENDIX B CONTINUED

•

Van Ness, W.W .
Riley, William
Roarback, O.A.
Russell, John
Schneck, James
Smith, Julius C.
Stow, J.W.
Teel, Joseph
Thayer, Ebenezer
Treadway, W.R.H.
Walker, John C.

1840-41
1830-31
1849
1822
1859
1849
1830-31
1822, 1840-41
1822
1822

Total Booksellers in Charleston by Year:
18301822- 13
31- 7
1840-41- 7

41 Broad St.
296 King St.
256 King St.
23 Broad St.
229 King St.
195 King St.
51 , 81 Broad St.
42 Broad St.
15 Broad St.

1849
- 12

1859- 6
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APPENDIXC
AIKEN-RHETT ART GALLERY SKETCH BY JOSEPH AIKEN
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APPENDIXD
ROCOCO CEILING MEDALLIONS
•

CEILING MEDALLION AT 109 BULL STREET, BEE' S ROW (1853-1854)

CEILING MEDALLION AT 13 PITT STREET, THE HENRY GERDT'S HOUSE
(1859)
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APPENDIX E
PALMETTE AND FLUER-DE-LYS PATTERN
•

RECAST PIECE FROM UPPER CORNICE AT THE WILLIAM PINCKNEY
SHINGLER HOUSE- BUILT 1857

UPPER CORNICE PIECE FROM 109 BULL STREET, BEE'S ROWBUILT 1853-1854
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APPENDIXF
GRAPEVINE COMPARISON
•

GRAPEVINE IN 1ST FLOOR ADDITION MEDALLION- WILLIAM AIKEN HOUSE
'
456 KING STREET- BUILT CIRCA 1831-1850

GRAPEVINE CAST CORNICE PIECE FROM BEE'S ROW TOWNHOUSE-109
BULL STREET- 1853-1854

GRAPEVINE WITH COVE BEHIND- CORNICE PIECE FROM HENRY GERDTS
HOUSE, 13 PITT STREET- 1859
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APPENDIXG
COVED LINEAR CORNICE COMPARISON
•

•

LINEAR CORNICE WITH DEEP COVE- JOSEPH AIKEN HOUSE
'
20 CHARLOTTE STREET- BUILT 1848

LINEAR CORNICE WITH DEEP COVE IN UPSTAIRS BEDROOM- HENRY
GERDTS HOUSE, 13 PITT STREET- BUILT 1859
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